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Abstract
We present a novel technique to obtain base independent expressions for the matter
loci of fibrations of complete intersection Calabi-Yau onefolds in toric ambient spaces.
These can be used to systematically construct elliptically and genus one fibered Calabi-
Yau d-folds that lead to desired gauge groups and spectra in F-theory. The technique,
which we refer to as GV-spectroscopy, is based on the calculation of fiber Gopakumar-
Vafa invariants using the Batyrev-Borisov construction of mirror pairs and application
of the so-called Frobenius method to the data of a parametrized auxiliary polytope.
In particular for fibers that generically lead to multiple sections, only multi-sections
or that are complete intersections in higher codimension, our technique is vastly more
efficient than classical approaches. As an application we study two Higgs chains of six-
dimensional supergravities that are engineered by fibrations of codimension two com-
plete intersection fibers. Both chains end on a vacuum with G = Z4 that is engineered
by fibrations of bi-quadrics in P3. We use the detailed knowledge of the structure of
the reducible fibers that we obtain from GV-spectroscopy to comment on the corre-
sponding Tate-Shafarevich group. We also show that for all fibers the six-dimensional
supergravity anomalies including the discrete anomalies generically cancel.
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1 Introduction
F-theory provides a powerful dictionary between non-perturbative type IIB string compacti-
fications and the geometry of genus one fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds [1–3]. In particular, for
any given Calabi-Yau manifold the physical consistency conditions that arise, for example
due to potential anomalies in the corresponding effective theories, are satisfied automati-
cally. Various limits and dualities connect F-theory to all of the perturbative string theories
as well as M-theory. This ubiquity of F-theoretic descriptions within the string theory land-
scape together with the powerful geometrization make F-theory an ideal study ground for
questions about string universality and the so-called swampland. It is therefore of particular
interest to develop tools to construct and analyze genus one fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds.
Toric geometry can be used to construct an abundant amount of genus one fibered Calabi-
Yau manifolds. In particular, the so-called fiber based approach allows to systematically
engineer geometries such that the corresponding F-theory vacua exhibit particular physical
features [4–7]. To this end one starts with a family of Calabi-Yau onefolds, i.e. tori, that are
realized as complete intersections in toric ambient spaces. The coefficients of the defining
equations can then be promoted to sections of line bundles over a base B. If the fiber is a
complete intersection in codimension r then the family of fibrations is determined by the
choice of B together with 2r line bundles.
Assuming that the sections are sufficiently generic, the gauge group as well as the spec-
trum can be expressed entirely in terms of inequalities among the Chern classes of the line
bundles. Moreover, the multiplicities of hypermultiplets in any given representation are in-
tegrals over polynomials in the Chern classes over B 1. In the following we will refer to the
set of inequalities and polynomials as the fibration data.
The fibration data can, at least in principle, be obtained in a completely base indepen-
dent fashion. In this way the fiber based approach allows to systematically engineer genus
one fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds from building blocks that can be studied and classified
independently. However, it can be extremely difficult to determine the fibration data for a
given family of fibers. This is true in particular for families of fibers that generically lead to
multiple sections, multi-sections or fibers that are complete intersections in higher codimen-
sion. In this paper we present a novel technique to calculate the base independent fibration
data for complete intersection fibers in toric ambient spaces.
We will argue in Section 4.1 that certain Gopakumar-Vafa (GV) invariants, which we
refer to as fiber GV invariants, encode the structure of the singular fibers of a genus one
fibered Calabi-Yau threefold. Although the direct calculation of GV invariants is a hard
problem in itself, it is often relatively straightforward to obtain the invariants via mirror
symmetry. For complete intersections in toric ambient spaces the Batyrev-Borisov construc-
tion [8] associates a mirror pair to every nef partition of a reflexive polytope, see Section 4.2.
Moreover, techniques to calculate the GV invariants for such mirror pairs have been devel-
oped in [9, 10]. In Section 4.5 we argue, that the methods from [10] can be applied to a
certain auxiliary polytope that is parametrized by the choices of line bundles on B = P2.
The resulting fiber GV invariants are polynomials in the Chern classes of the line bundles
and the base and provide the base independent fibration data. This technique, which we refer
to as GV-spectroscopy, provides a very efficient way to obtain the fibration data for complete
intersection fibers in toric ambient spaces. In particular, using a complete intersection fiber
that realizes the gauge group G = SU(3)×SU(2)×Z2 we illustrate that the Dynkin labels
1For Calabi-Yau fourfolds one also has to choose the G4 flux that enters the calculation.
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of matter curves can be immediately read off from the degrees of the fiber invariants. It
is then almost trivial to assemble them into representations. The corresponding family of
fibers also leads to non-flat fibers and the corresponding supergravities will generically be
coupled to superconformal matter. We demonstrate the viability of the technique with many
other examples and in each case we check that all of the anomalies of the associated six-
dimensional F-theory vacua cancel. However, note that the resulting expressions can also
be used to engineer Calabi-Yau n-folds with n > 3.
The application of GV-spectroscopy is particularly easy when the fiber leads to a small
gauge group G. This applies in particular to the bi-quadrics in P3 which lead to genus one
fibrations with four-sections and G = Z4 2. We explicitly calculate the corresponding fiber
GV invariants and determine the base independent fibration data in Section 4.5. Let us
stress that these results would be extremely hard, perhaps even impossible to obtain using
classical approaches. The main reason is that the necessary ideal decompositions require
too much computing time and memory.
We then study two sets of complete intersection fibers that are related via extremal
transitions to the generic bi-quadrics. Analogous to the situation for hypersurfaces discussed
in [6], the corresponding effective theories are connected via Higgs transitions. In particular,
we find both a Higgs transition from a model with G = U(1) and a transition from G =
U(1)× Z2 to the vacua realized from bi-quadrics with G = Z4. The family with G = U(1)
can in turn be related via (un)Higgsings to the model with G = U(1)3 presented in [14].
Again, GV-spectroscopy turns out to be vastly more efficient than earlier approaches and
we provide the complete base independent spectra for all fibers. We thereby correct some
of the previous results for G = U(1)3. Another family of fibers that seems to engineer
G = SU(2)×Z4 and also Higgses to G = Z4 will, due to subtleties associated with multiple
fibers, be discussed in Appendix B. Note that the maps into the Weierstrass form and the
generic gauge groups have been determined in [7] 3. We follow their convention and label
nef partitions by (#poly, #nef) where the indices of polytopes are taken with respect to the
ordering of the Kreuzer-Skarke list of three-dimensional reflexive polytopes [16]. The indices
of nef partitions follow the order generated by PALP [17].
On a more formal note, let us point out the similarity to the enumerative geometry of
K3 surfaces. Ordinary Gromov-Witten invariants vanish for K3 surfaces because the latter
can always be deformed into surfaces that do not have any complex submanifolds. However,
one can define a reduced Gromov-Witten theory that allows only deformations in certain
subfamilies. The corresponding invariants are non-trivial and directly related to the fiber
Gopakumar-Vafa invariants of K3-fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds [18, 19].
Another interesting property of the fiber invariants that arise from genus one fibered
Calabi-Yau threefolds is that they combine into a Jacobi form [20]. This also holds for the
base independent invariants which then lead to families of Jacobi forms that are parametrized
by the choice of a base and the classes of line bundles. Let us also recall that Batyrev-Borisov
mirror symmetry for families of fibers is conjectured to exchange fibers that generically lead
to genus one fibrations with multi-sections and fibers that lead to torsional sections in the
Mordell-Weil group [6, 7, 21]. All of this suggests that enumerative geometry and mirror
symmetry for families of Calabi-Yau onefolds is surprisingly non-trivial and warrants further
exploration.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we review some generalities about
2This fiber has also been discussed in [7, 11–13] but the matter loci have not been calculated.
3F-theory compactifications on complete intersections in toric ambient spaces have also been studied from
a non-fiber based perspective in [15]. GV-spectroscopy can also be applied to those geometries.
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F-theory compactifications. Of particular importance will be the geometric origin of BPS
states in the circle compactified F-theory and, for the analysis of the Higgs chains, the
relation between genus one fibrations and discrete symmetries. Then, in Section 3, we
describe the fiber based approach to the construction of elliptic and genus one fibrations.
There we will introduce the problem that GV-spectroscopy is going to solve.
Section 4 is the technical heart of the paper. First, in Section 4.1, we review the defi-
nition of Gopakumar-Vafa invariants and how they relate to the F-theory spectrum. This
is followed in Section 4.2 by a brief summary of the Batyrev-Borisov construction of mir-
ror pairs of Calabi-Yau complete intersections in toric ambient spaces. In Section 4.3 we
review how the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants for Batyrev-Borisov Calabi-Yaus can be calcu-
lated using mirror symmetry. Some time is spent to explain the individual steps of the
calculation. The procedure is then illustrated at the hand of a fibration of bi-quadrics over
P2 in Section 4.4. We are then fully equipped to generalize this technique to enable the
base independent calculation of fiber GV invariants. This is explained in Section 4.5 at
the hand of an example. The crucial step is to apply the machinery from Section 4.3 to a
parametrized auxilliary polytope. In Section 4.6 we provide another example with gauge
group G = SU(3) × SU(2) × Z2 and non-flat fibers. The example also illustrates that
the individual weights of states from reducible fibers can be read off directly from the GV
invariants.
In Section 5 we are then studying families of codimension two complete intersection
fibers that arrange into two Higgs chains. The field theoretic analysis and in particular
a discussion of the discrete anomalies as well as the implications for the Tate-Shafarevich
group will be performed in Section 6.
During our work on this project we learned of [22] which has some overlap.
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2 F-theory preliminaries
Before we turn towards Gopakumar-Vafa invariants, let us briefly review the relevant en-
tries of the F-theory dictionary that relate physical properties of six-dimensional N = 1
supergravities to the geometry of genus one fibered Calabi-Yau threefolds. The connection
is most transparent when the theory is compactified further to five dimensions. It is then
dual to M-theory compactified on the Calabi-Yau. As will become clear when we review
their definition, this is also the physical reason why Gopakumar-Vafa invariants encode the
F-theory spectrum. But first, let us discuss the geometric origin of gauge symmetries, matter
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representations and discrete symmetries. Note that everything in this section is standard
and for more details we refer the reader to [23, 24].
2.1 Gauge symmetry and matter from reducible fibers
From a six-dimensional perspective the gauge symmetry arises from stacks of seven-branes
and their position is encoded in the complex structure of the fiber, the so-called τ -profile, of
an elliptically or genus one fibered Calabi-Yau threefold M . More precisely, the branes are
wrapping curves over which the fiber becomes singular and the type of singularity determines
the type of brane stack. The union of those curves is called the discriminant locus. Matter is
located on intersections of brane stacks or at loci where the curve wrapped by the branes itself
becomes singular. It is possible to derive the gauge group and the matter representations
from this perspective but requires significant effort.
The relation between geometry and physics is clearer when F-theory is further compact-
ified on a circle. Then a Coulomb branch opens up and at a generic point the theory is
dual to M-theory on the Calabi-Yau. The Wilson line parameters are identified with Kähler
moduli of curves that resolve the singularities in the fibers. This is the situation that we
will now consider.
It has been shown by Kodaira that singularities of the genus one fiber, over components of
the discriminant locus that are in codimension one of the base, admit an ADE-classification.
We can decompose the discriminant into irreducible curves SbgI ⊂ B such that the singularity
type over SbgI corresponds to the ADE type Lie-algebra gI . Singularities from curves of
singular fibers can be crepantly resolved and on a generic point of the Kähler moduli space
the generic fibers over SbgI become reducible with rk(gI)+1 rational components. Moreover,
the latter intersect like the affine Dynkin diagram of gI . We will denote components of
reducible fibers collectively as fibral curves.
The fibral curves can experience monodromies along closed paths around special points
in SbgI and this leads to a corresponding action on the Dynkin diagram. Let us denote
the Lie-algebra that corresponds to the folded Dynkin diagram by g˜I . The total spaces of
monodromy invariant combinations of fibral curves fibered over SgI lead to fibral divisors in
the Calabi-Yau.
The M-theory three-form can be reduced along the harmonic forms that correspond
to the fibral divisors resolving pi−1(SgI ) and this leads to vector bosons that generate the
Cartan algebra of g˜I . Additional vector bosons arise from M2-branes that wrap the fibral
curves and, in the limit where the volumes of the fibral curves that do not correspond to
the affine node of the Dynkin diagram go to zero, those become massless. This leads to an
enhanced gauge symmetry with the algebra of the gauge group given by g˜I . Note that if in
addition the volume of the curve representing the affine node is sent to zero this amounts
to the decompactification limit of F-theory. The M2-branes that wrap the fibral curve also
yield 2gI half-hypermultiplets that are BPS saturated, where gI is the genus of SgI [25, 26].
In the F-theory limit they combine with gI · rk(g˜) neutral half-hypermultiplets, see below,
into massless hypermultiplets that form gI adjoint representations of g˜I .
The Shioda-Tate-Wazir theorem [27] states that for flat elliptic fibrations the group of
divisors is generated by fibral divisors, sections and vertical divisors. Recall that vertical
divisors are preimages of divisors in the base under the projection that determines the
fibration. The theorem can be extended to genus one fibrations with multi-sections [28]
and the corresponding divisors replace those of sections as generators. In M-theory all of
the corresponding harmonic forms lead to vector bosons via reduction of the three-form.
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However, only those that arise from fibral divisors and particular linear combinations of
(multi-)sections are compatible with the F-theory limit. The other vector fields result from
Kaluza-Klein reductions of six-dimensional two-form fields.
Those non-fibral divisors for which the corresponding vector bosons lift to six dimensions
can be obtained by an orthogonalization procedure, the so-called Shioda map σ, that acts
on the set of multi-sections 4. To define the Shioda map one first has to pick a multi-section
E0 that essentially corresponds to the Kaluza-Klein vector from the graviton. In a slight
abuse of notation we refer to such an N -section as the zero N -section. The image of another
multi-section E1 under the Shioda map is defined as
σ(E1) = E1 − E0 + D˜ , (2.1)
where D˜ is the unique linear combination of vertical and fibral divisors which ensures that
σ(E1) does not intersect non-affine fibral curves and that it is compatible with the F-theory
limit. The precise form of D˜ will not be relevant to our discussion and for details we refer the
reader to [6]. If there are, up to linear equivalence and multiples of vertical or fibral divisors,
n independent (multi-)sections, this leads to an additional U(1)n−1 factor of the gauge group.
Genus one fibrations that do not have a section also lead to discrete symmetries [28]. We
will discuss this in more detail in the next section.
Charged matter arises when the singularities of the fiber are enhanced over isolated
points of the base. We will assume that the Calabi-Yau still admits a crepant resolution
but note that this is not guaranteed to be the case. The geometry of threefolds where this
assumption is violated has been discussed in [30]. If the Calabi-Yau is fully resolved then the
enhanced singularities are resolved by isolated fibral curves and M2-branes that wrap those
curves lead to BPS states in the effective theory [25, 26]. The weights and U(1)-charges of
the state that corresponds to an isolated fibral curve C are respectively determined by the
intersections of this curve with fibral divisors and images of multi-sections under the Shioda
map. The spectrum also contains 2h2,1(M)+2 massless and uncharged half-hypermultiplets
from the reduction of the M-theory three-form along harmonic three-forms on M .
Finally, another source of BPS states are M2-branes that wrap curves in the base of the
Calabi-Yau. Under the duality with F-theory those can be identified with excitations of
D3-branes that wrap the curve in the base as well as the compactification circle. From a
six-dimensional perspective the D3-branes appear as non-critical strings [25, 31] which are
charges of tensor fields.
In order to streamline the exposition we have omitted many details e.g. about the correct
choice and normalization of the fibral divisors and for those we refer to the review [23]. None
of the omissions will be essential to our discussion.
2.2 Discrete symmetries and genus one fibrations
We are now giving a brief overview of the origin of discrete symmetries in F-theory and
their connection to M-theory on genus-one fibered Calabi-Yau 3-folds [28, 32–35] 5. This
4Note that this terminology is somewhat non-standard and the Shioda map is originally defined as a
homomorphism from the group of sections of an elliptic fibration into the group of divisors. The interpretation
as an orthogonalization procedure in F-theory make it natural to generalize it to genus one fibrations that
only exhibit multi-sections. However, note that the multi-sections do not form a group and the generalized
Shioda map is therefore not a homomorphism (see however [29]).
5Similar arguments hold for higher dimensional Calabi-Yau geometries.
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is not needed for the discussion of GV-spectroscopy but will be relevant for our analysis in
Section 6.
A genus one fibered Calabi-Yau threefold can have a section which then singles out a
point on the generic fiber. Such a fibration is also called elliptic. More generally, a genus
one fibration M might only have multi-sections which intersect the generic fiber multiple
times and the intersection points experience monodromies. In that case one can still find an
elliptic fibration that exhibits the same τ -profile over the same base B by considering the
fibration of the Jacobians of the fibers. This is correpsondingly called the Jacobian fibration
or the Jacobian Jac(M) associated to M . Since in F-theory only the base B, the τ -profile
and possibly flux choices are relevant, one expects that both fibrations lead to the same
physics.
It turns out that one can define an action of the Mordell-Weil group of the Jacobian
fibration on the genus one fibration. Moreover, the genus-one fibrations with isomorphic
Jacobian fibrations together with a choice of action form a group that is called the Weil-
Chaˆtalet group [36] or the group of elliptic Calabi-Yau torsors [37]. In the absence of multiple
fibers 6 this group coincides with the Tate-Shafarevich group (TS)X(M). While F-theory
on those geometries should be the same, the M-theory compactification, which is related
to F-theory by a circle reduction, differs dramatically for each TS element as these are
topologically distinct manifolds. Field theoretically, this distinction is realized by a discrete
Wilson line ξ that is switched on along the compactification circle [40].
Let us ellaborate on this point. One can relate both M and Jac(M) to a third fibration
M ′ that is elliptic and therefore exhibits a zero section but also a second section s1. This
geometry is related to M and Jac(M) via conifold transitions, and possibly flops that do
not change the base B [33]. The second section is a free generator of the Mordell-Weil group
MW (M ′) that leads to a U(1) gauge symmetry both in F- and M-theory. In physics terms
we have unHiggsed the ZN into a U(1) gauge symmetry that was broken by the non-zero
vev of a non-minimally charged hyper multiplet. In the following we will denote this as
U(1)F to distinguish it from the Kaluza-Klein U(1) that appears in five dimensions.
Indeed, the mere presence of the second section s1 implies I2 fibers at codimension
two [41] in the base. These fibers naturally lead to (half-)hypermultiplets in the six- and
five-dimensional theory. The corresponding charges can be calculated by intersecting the
irreducible components of the I2 fiber with the image under the Shioda map
σ(s1) = [s1]− [s0] + pi(s0 · s1)− c1(B) , (2.2)
and they have to take the following form for some a, b ∈ Z:
C1 C2
s0 a −a+ 1
s1 −b b+ 1
σ(s1) a+ b −a− b
(2.3)
Note that the intersections can be negative when sections degenerate and wrap components
of the fiber 7. With respect to the six-dimensional U(1)F the corresponding hypermultiplets
have a charge q = |a + b| = N and this is non-minimal relative to the charge of other
hypermultiplets.
6Constructions including those phenomena in a physics context can be found in [32, 37–39].
7See e.g. [42] for a general treatment of U(1) charges in SU(5) models.
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Recall that in M-theory compactified on the same geometry the corresponding half-
hypermultiplets are massive and originate from M2 branes that wrap the reducible fibral
curves. Moreover there is an additional U(1) symmetry present, that can be obtained from
the expansion of the M-theory three-form along the divisor class of the zero-section s0. This
is naturally identified with the Kaluza-Klein U(1)KK that arises from the circle compact-
ification in F-theory. Hence intersections of fibral curves with s0 are to be interpreted as
Kaluza-Klein charges of the massive hypermultiplet states.
Higgsing the U(1)F to a discrete symmetry is achieved by giving a vev to the charged
N hypermultiplets and this geometrically corresponds to the aforementioned conifold tran-
sition. First one shrinks down a set of isolated fibral curves C to zero size such that the
half-hypermultiplets become massless in M-theory. Then switching on a vev amounts to a
complex structure deformation that deforms the singularity.
The key point is now, that the respective shrunken fibral curve C1 might have a non-
trivial intersection a with s0. In fact, when the zero-section s0 is not holomorphic, neither
of the fibral components will have a trivial intersection. This, however, is at odds with the
perspective of the circle reduced theory, as those states are massive KK states. However
field theoretically, the additional freedom to switch on a Wilson line ξ along the KK circle,
that is embedded into U(1)F as
ξ =
∫
S1
AF , (2.4)
helps to remedy the situation. The presence of ξ shifts the mass of the n-th KK-tower state
with charges q as
m(q,n) = |qξ + n| . (2.5)
For certain fractional flux choices, new massless modes can appear that are able to attain a
vev and provide the Goldstone mode needed to break the gauge symmetry.
If no flux is necessary, the transition will lead to a ZN×U(1)KK theory in five-dimensions
which is engineered by the Jacobian fibration. However, if ξ is not zero (modulo 1), the un-
broken gauge symmetry will be a U(1) that we denote by U(1)E . This situation, together
with the correct linear combination of U(1)F and U(1)KK that remains unbroken, is sum-
marized in the following table:
flux choice ξ 5d Symmetry
ξ = −nq mod 1 U(1)E = n · U(1)6d − q · U(1)KK
ξ = 0 ZN × U(1)KK
(2.6)
In total we find q inequivalent flux choices that lead to a corresponding number of different
modes in the KK tower that become massless.
Let us stress again that only the fluxless case preserves the discrete symmetry in five-
dimensions. Hence, interpreting this reduction from the geometric point of view, we only
expect a discrete symmetry when shrinking a curve that leads to a half-hypermultiplet with
non-minimal U(1)F charge but does not intersect s0. Shrinking that curve and deforming
the corresponding singularity therefore leaves the zero-section untouched and results in the
Jacobian Jac(M). The mixing of U(1)F with of U(1)KK motivates the notion of the discrete
Shioda map
σ(s
(N)
0 ) = [s
(N)
0 ] +D , (2.7)
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with D being again a fractional linear combination of vertical and fibral divisors 8. The
intersection of a fibral curve with σ(s(N)0 ) determines the discrete charge in the F-theory
uplift.
A careful analysis [43] shows that the volume of C1 also controls that of other I2 fiber
components that correspond to hypermultiplets of different U(1) charges q˜. However, while
the conifold deforms the singular fiber that leads to the Higgs field into a smooth three sphere,
this does not happen for the other I2 fibers. Those fibers develop terminal singularities that
do not admit a crepant resolution [30, 44]. Hence, while the Jacobian fibration admits a
section, it is utterly singular.
In the genus one geometries, however, those loci are generically smooth which makes them
the preferred geometry for our GV computations. The Jacobian Jac(M) is also remarkable
in the sense that it admits torsional two-and three-cycles [43]
Tors(H3(Jac(M),Z)) = ZN . (2.8)
In the M-theory picture it is the corresponding non-harmonic two-form that yields a massive
U(1) and is responsible for the discrete symmetry. In the cases with non-trivial discrete
Wilson line ξ however, the same shrinking process will involve both sections s0 and s1 and
merge them into a multi-section, without leading to the aforementioned torsion cycles.
3 Fibrations from families of fibers
We will now describe the fiber based approach to construct genus one fibered Calabi-Yau
manifolds [6, 20] and in that context define the problem that GV-spectroscopy is going to
solve.
It is well known that every elliptically fibered manifold is birationally equivalent to a
fibration of Weierstrass curves where the generic fiber is realized as a hypersurface {p = 0},
with
p = y2 − (x3 + fxz4 + gz6) , (3.1)
in an appropriate fibration of the weighted projective space P123 over the base B. Recall
that birational equivalence means that the varieties are isomorphic on a dense subset. In
this case they are isomorphic at least away from the discriminant locus {∆ = 0} ⊂ B in the
base, where
∆ = 4f3 + 27g3 . (3.2)
On the ambient space of the Weierstrass fibration we can write the divisor classes that are
associated to the homogeneous coordinates as
[x] = 2E0 + S1 , [y] = 3E0 + S2 , [z] = E0 + S3 , (3.3)
where Si, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} are vertical divisors. Moreover, we can use the equivalence relation
among the coordinates to set S3 ∼ 0. The Calabi-Yau condition for the elliptically fibered
hypersurface then implies that S1 = 2c1 and S2 = 3c1, where c1 is the pre-image of the
anticanonical divisor on B. It also follows that f ∈ Γ(B,−4KB) and g ∈ Γ(B,−6KB).
8If this term contains additional fibral divisors, it can lead to a mixing of the ZN symmetry with the
discrete center of other gauge groups.
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One drawback of the Weierstass form is, that it requires intricate specializations in order
to engineer τ -profiles that lead to desired gauge groups and matter representations. Even
then it is difficult to explicitly resolve the geometry, i.e. to go to a generic point on a
Coulomb branch, and to study the structure of the reducible fibers. Let us instead consider
the Tate form in the resolved space P̂123 and allow for more general coefficients. The fiber
is then a generic hypersurface in a smooth toric variety with toric data

x 1 0 0 0 0 3
y 0 1 0 0 1 −2
z −2 −3 0 1 −2 1
e1 −1 0 1 −2 3 0
e2 −1 −2 −2 1 0 0
e3 0 −1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −2 −2
. (3.4)
Here the first two columns contain the points that generate the one-dimensional cones and
the last four columns contain the exponents of the corresponding homogeneous coordinates
in the scaling relations. The generic anticanonical hypersurface takes the form
p =s1 · e31e42e23z6 + s2 · e21e32e23xz4 + s3 · e1e22e23x2z2 + s4 · e2e23x3
+ s5 · e21e22e3yz3 + s6 · e1e2e3xyz + s7 · e1y2 .
(3.5)
Using the scaling relations we can introduce divisor classes
[x] = 2E0 + S1 , [y] = 3E0 + S2 , [z] = E0 , [ei] = Ei , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} , (3.6)
such that Si, i ∈ {1, 2} are again vertical divisors on the base. Now the Calabi-Yau condition
does not restrict those divisors but only imposes that the coefficients are sections
s1 ∼ S1 + S2 + c1 , s2 ∼ S2 + c1 , s3 ∼ S2 − S1 + c1 ,
s4 ∼ S2 − 2S1 + c1 , s5 ∼ S1 + c1 , s6 ∼ c1 , s7 ∼ S1 − S2 + c1 ,
(3.7)
where s ∼ D is a shorthand for s ∈ Γ(B,O(D)). It is easy to see that the fiber becomes
reducible over {s4 = 0} and {s7 = 0}. Moreover, using the Stanley-Reisner ideal
SRI = 〈xz, xe1, xe2, ye3, yz, ye2, e1z, e1e3, e2e3〉 , (3.8)
one finds that the components respectively intersect like the affine Dynkin diagrams of
SU(2) and SU(3). The generic Weierstrass form can be recovered by imposing s4 ∼ 0 and
s7 ∼ 0, i.e. those coefficients have to be constants, which again fixes S1 = 2c1 and S2 = 3c1.
However, for generic choices of bundles S1,S2 and sections si, i = 1, ..., 7, the gauge group
associated to the fibration will be G = SU(3)× SU(2).
One can still find a birational map into Weierstrass form and this expresses f, g and ∆
in terms of the coefficients si, i = 1, ..., 7. The map can be used to find the cycles in the
base over which the singularity of the fiber enhances and to determine the corresponding
matter spectrum [6]. The simplest matter locus is {s4 = s7 = 0} with correspoding class
(S2 − 2S1 + c1)(S1 − S2 + c1) where the section {z = 0} degenerates into a rational curve
and this leads to a hypermultiplet in the bi-fundamental representation. Other matter loci
can also be determined with relative ease because they are charged under the non-Abelian
gauge group. This implies that they are also complete intersections in the base.
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Other families of Calabi-Yau onefold hypersurfaces and complete intersections in toric
ambient spaces can be studied in an analogous fashion. In particular, the generic gauge
groups have been determined for all hypersurfaces and codimension two complete intersec-
tions in toric ambient spaces [6, 7]. This provides a rich set of building blocks to construct
genus one fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds of arbitrary dimensions. However, base independent
expressions for the matter loci have, with the exception of the complete intersection studied
in [14, 21], only been determined for hypersurfaces.
In general there will be matter that is charged only under the Abelian or discrete part
of the gauge group. The corresponding loci have been determined for hypersurfaces [6] by
exploiting special properties of the family of fibers and ideal decomposition techniques from
computational algebraic geometry. However, the latter require too much computing time
and memory for all but the simplest examples und they can not be parallelized. Determining
the fibration data for fibrations of cubics in P2 that lead to G = Z3 was an arduous task.
In the next section we develop a technique to efficiently calculate base independent
expressions for the classes of all matter loci. It can be applied to all generic families of
complete intersection fibers in toric ambient spaces. The cancellation of six-dimensional
anomalies then provides a strong independent check of consistency. An elementary example
will be the complete intersection of two quadrics in P3 which generically leads to genus one
fibrations with four-sections and corresponding gauge group G = Z4.
4 GV-spectroscopy for complete intersection fibers
In this section we will first review the definition of Gopakumar-Vafa invariants and describe
how they encode the F-theory spectrum. We will then describe the Batyrev-Borisov con-
struction of mirror pairs of Calabi-Yau complete intersections in toric ambient spaces and
explain how the corresponding GV invariants can be calculated by exploiting mirror sym-
metry. This will be illustrated at the hand of a fibration of bi-quadrics over P2. We then
describe how base indepdendent expressions for the fiber GV invariants can be calculated
by using a parametrized auxiliary polytope and nef partition.
4.1 Counting fibral curves with Gopakumar-Vafa invariants
Gopakumar-Vafa invariants are weighted sums of multiplicities of BPS states in the five
dimensional effective theory from an M-theory compactification on the Calabi-Yau M . The
BPS states arise from wrapped M2-branes and after circle compactification to four dimen-
sions they can be interpreted as bound states of D2 and D0 branes. At genus zero the
Gopakumar-Vafa invariants are actually identical to the so-called instanton numbers which
have already been introduced in [45], see also [46]. However, the geometric interpretation
that will be relevant for us is based on the analysis via D2-D0 bound states in [47].
The little group of massive states in the five dimensional theory is
SO(4) = SU(2)1 × SU(2)2 , (4.1)
and the charges of the BPS states can be labelled by classes β ∈ H2(M). It is possible to
write the BPS spectrum of the five dimensional theory as∑
j1,j2
Nβj1,j2
[(
1
2
, 0
)
⊕ 2 (0, 0)
]
⊗ (j1, j2) , (4.2)
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and then the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants nrβ are defined by tracing over the j2 quantum
numbers ∑
r
nrβIr =
∑
j1,j2
(−1)2j2(2j2 + 1)Nβj1,j2 · [j1] , (4.3)
where Ir = (
[
1
2
]
+ 2 [0])r.
The crucial result by Gopakumar and Vafa was [47, 48] that the topological string par-
tition function Ztop. encodes these manifestly integral invariants via the relation
log(Ztop.) =
∑
β∈H2(M,Z)
∞∑
r=0
∞∑
m=1
nrβ
m
(
2 sin
(
mλ
2
))2r−2
qmβ , (4.4)
where λ is the topological string coupling constant and q = exp(2piiω · β) with ω being
the complexified Kähler form on M . The topological string partition function can also be
expressed in terms of the free energies Fg
log(Ztop.) =
∞∑
g=0
λ2g−2Fg , (4.5)
where each Fg encodes the topological string amplitudes at genus g. To calculate nrβ one only
needs to know the free energies Fg for g ≤ r. In particular, the invariants n0β are determined
by the genus zero topological string amplitudes and the corresponding free energy F0. The
genus zero free energy is also called the prepotential due to its role in the effective four
dimensional N = 2 supergravity.
Let us assume that Di, i = 1, ..., h1,1(B) form a basis of vertical divisors on a genus one
fibered Calabi-Yau threefold M and introduce n˜0β to denote the restriction of n
0
β to classes
β ∈ H2(M) that satisfy
β ·Di = 0 , i = 1, ..., h1,1(B) . (4.6)
In other words, the corresponding curves are linear combinations of rational fibral curves and
multiples of the generic fiber. We will refer to n˜0β as the fiber Gopakumar-Vafa invariants.
Moreover, we will denote the class of the generic fiber by F and assume that β − F is not
contained in the Mori cone of M , i.e. it does not correspond to the class of an actual curve
inside M . This implies that curves in the class β will be a union of rational fibral curves.
By bound states of D2 and D0 branes it was argued in [47] that the invariants n0β are
given by
n0β = (−1)dχ(M̂β) , d = dim
(
M̂β
)
, (4.7)
where M̂β is the moduli space of curves in the class β together with a choice of flat U(1)
connection. We have assumed that β is a union of rational curves and therefore the flat
U(1) connections are trivial. Then M̂β =Mβ whereMβ is just the moduli space of curves.
We can then distinguish three possible cases for the curves in the class β:
• They are isolated fibral curves. In this case the interpretation of the enumerative
invariants is straightforward and n˜0β counts the number of such curves. M2 branes
that wrap these isolated curves lead to half-hyper multiplets in the effective action.
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• They form a family of fibral curves over a curve C of genus g in the base. The
interpretation is then also clear and −n˜0β corresponds to the Euler characteristic of
C. Reduction of the M-theory three form along the fibral divisors and the families of
M2 branes that wrap the fibral curves lead to vector and half-hyper multiplets in the
effective theory.
• They correspond to the I1 degenerations of the generic fiber, i.e. β = F . Then −n˜0β
is the Euler characteristic of M . See [49] for a discussion of this phenomenon.
All other invariants n˜0β are determined by the periodicity
n˜0β = n˜
0
β+F . (4.8)
The periodicity property is highly non-trivial from a geometrical perspective. However,
from the dual F-theory perspective it accounts for the Kaluza-Klein tower that arises after
compactifying from six to five dimensions. A geometric discussion in the context of elliptic
fibrations with at most I1 singularities in the fiber can be found in [49] and for more general
genus one fibrations it was observed in [20].
The information in n˜0β is sufficient to completely determine the structure of the degener-
ate fibers and thus the spectrum of the corresponding F-theory vacuum. Moreover, for genus
one fibers that are complete intersections in toric ambient spaces, we develop a formalism to
calculate those invariants in a base independent manner. This leads to expressions for the
multiplicities of representations in the corresponding F-theory vacua that are polynomials in
the line bundles which parametrize the choice of fibration over any given base. In particular
for fibers that engineer Abelian or discrete gauge groups, those expressions are extremely
hard to obtain with traditional methods from computational algebraic geometry [6].
Let us note that all of the fiber GV invariants n˜gβ with g = 1 are identical and equal to
minus the Euler characteristic of the base of the fibration while for g > 1 they vanish. It
has been shown in [20, 50] that the genus one fiber invariants combine with the invariants
at genus zero into a Jacobi form. Furthermore, the GV invariants ngβ for classes β that
satisfy β · D 6= 0 for some vertical divisor D encode the BPS states that arise from non-
critical strings in six-dimensions wrapping the compactification circle. The corresponding
contributions to the topological string partition function encode the elliptic genera of those
strings [31, 51–53].
4.2 The Batyrev-Borisov construction of CICYs
In the following we will review the Batyrev-Borisov construction of mirror pairs of Calabi-
Yau manifolds that are complete intersections in toric ambient spaces [8]. This is a general-
ization of the construction of mirror pairs of hypersurfaces in terms of dual pairs of reflexive
polyhedra [54]. It will allow us to construct families of genus one curves as was done in [7]
and to calculate Gopakumar-Vafa invariants via mirror symmetry following [10].
Consider a d + r-dimensional toric variety P∆ that corresponds to a fine regular star
triangulation (FRST) of a reflexive polytope ∆◦. Normally it is sufficient to consider only
those points of ∆◦ that are not in the interior of facets, i.e. faces of codimension one. The
corresponding toric variety will exhibit orbifold singularities but those do not intersect a
generic Calabi-Yau complete intersection. However, since we want to use complete intersec-
tion curves to construct fibrations, we have to use all points of the polytope. Denote the fan
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associated to P∆ by Σ∆ and the set of generators of 1-dimensional cones by Σ∆(1). Let us
denote the generators of the Mori cone by Cs, s = 1, ..., k and introduce the Mori vectors
l(s)ρ = Dρ · Cs , s = 1, ..., k , ρ ∈ Σ∆(1) , (4.9)
where Dρ = [xρ] is the divisor associated to the homogeneous coordinate xρ which in turn
corresponds to a generator ρ ∈ Σ∆(1). Furthermore, let the polytopes ∆i,∇i, i = 1, ..., r
define a nef-partition such that ∆ = ∆1 + · · · + ∆r, where polytopes are added via the
Minkowski sum, and ∆◦ = 〈∇1, . . . ,∇r〉conv as well as
〈m,n〉 ≥ −δij , ∀m ∈ ∆i, n ∈ ∇j . (4.10)
We denote the divisor that corresponds to ∆i by D∆i and introduce
l
(s)
0,i = D∆i · Cs . (4.11)
An FRST of the reflexive polytope ∇◦ = 〈∆1, . . . ,∆r〉 corresponds to a toric variety P∇.
The intersection inside P∇ of the vanishing loci of the polynomials
Pi =
∑
m∈∇i
ai,m
∏
ρ∈ΣW (1)
y〈m,ρ〉+1ρ , (4.12)
where yρ is the homogeneous coordinate associated to ρ ∈ Σ∇(1), is a Calabi-Yau d-fold
that we call W . An analogous construction leads to a mirror family of Calabi-Yau d-folds
M inside P∆. Note that any ρ ∈ Σ∆(1) is contained in ∇j for exactly one j ∈ {1, ..., r} and
let us define aρ ≡ aj,ρ. Then one can introduce Batyrev coordinates
zs =
∏
ρ∈Σ∆(1)
a
l
(s)
ρ
ρ ·
r∏
i=1
a
l
(s)
0,i
i,0 , (4.13)
that parametrize the complex structure of W . Let us stress that every Batyrev coordinate
corresponds to a Mori vector and the corresponding curve is dual to a generator of the
Kähler cone. For technical reasons we will always assume that the Mori cone is simplicial.
4.3 Calculating Gopakumar-Vafa invariants with mirror symmetry
Let us now explain how the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants n0β of a Calabi-Yau threefoldM can
be calculated using the topological B-model on the mirror Calabi-YauW . To this end we will
assume thatM has been obtained from the Batyrev or, more generally, the Batyrev-Borisov
construction. For a detailed review of mirror symmetry and the calculation of enumerative
invariants we refer the reader to [55, 56] while the application to complete intersections was
developed in [10].
Topological string theories can be obtained from an N = (2, 2) non-linear sigma model
into a Calabi-Yau threefold M by coupling the spin connection on the worldsheet to one of
the two U(1) R-symmetries. The two possible choices lead to the so-called topological A-
and B-model. The observables of the A-model, at least in the vicinity of the large volume
limit, only depend on the complexified Kähler moduli ~t of M and the path integral localizes
on holomorphic maps into M 9. On the other hand, the B-model is only sensitive to the
9Deep in the moduli space the geometric interpretation via the target space M breaks down and a
description in terms of a Landau-Ginzberg theory, another non-linear sigma model or a hybrid theory
becomes valid, see e.g. [57].
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complex structure parameters ~z ofM and the path integral localizes on constant maps. This
makes the observables in the B-model particularly easy to calculate.
However, the two theories are related by mirror symmetries and the A-model on a Calabi-
Yau threefold M is dual to the B-model on the mirror Calabi-Yau W . To obtain the genus
zero invariants we therefore need to calculate the genus zero free energy F0(~z) of the B-model
and identify the mirror map z(t) that relates the moduli spaces of the two theories, i.e. the
complex structure moduli space of W with the stringy Kähler moduli space of M .
Both, the genus zero free energy of the B-model and the mirror map, are encoded in the
periods over the holomorphic 3-form Ω on W . In particular, the genus zero free energy can
be interpreted as the prepotential that underlies the special geometry of the moduli spaces.
In the B-model this manifests as follows. One can choose a symplectic basis of 3-cycles
AI , BJ ∈ H3(W ), I, J = 0, ..., h2,1(W ) and a dual basis of differentials αI , βJ ∈ H3(W )
such that∫
AI
αJ =
∫
BI
βJ = A
J ∩BI = δJI ,
∫
AI
βJ =
∫
BI
αJ = A
J ∩AI = BJ ∩AI = 0 . (4.14)
Then the (3, 0)-form Ω can be expanded as
Ω(z) = XI(z)αI + FJ(z)βJ . (4.15)
The coefficientsXI(z) can be used as projective coordinates on the complex structure moduli
space and, around a point z0 where X0(z0) 6= 0, affine coordinates are given by
ti =
Xi
X0
, i = 1, ..., k , (4.16)
where again k = h1,1(M) = h2,1(W ). Special geometry implies, that in affine coordinates
the expansion of Ω takes the form(
X0
)−1
Ω = α0 + t
iαi + ∂tiF0(t)β
i +
(
2F0(t)− tj∂tjF0(t)
)
β0 , (4.17)
and F0(t) is the prepotential, i.e. the topological string free energy at genus zero.
Based on the monodromies that act on a basis of brane charges one can argue, that
the large volume limiting point of the A-model, where a classical geometric interpretation
is valid, can be identified with a point of maximally unipotent monodromy (MUM) in the
complex structure moduli space of the B-model. In an expansion around the MUM-point,
the monodromy implies that the a basis of periods takes the form
ω0 =1 +O(z) , ω1,i = 1
2pii
ω0 log(zi) +O(z) ,
ω2,i =ω0 · p2,i (log(z1), ..., log(zk)) +O(z) ,
ω3 =ω0 · p3 (log(z1), ..., log(zk)) +O(z) ,
(4.18)
where i = 1, ..., k and pd(x1, . . . , xk) are polynomials of degree d.
Let us assume that ~z are Batyrev coordinates and therefore correspond to generators of
the Mori cone and in turn also to the dual generators {J1, ..., Jk} of the Kähler cone on M .
Then one can show, that ~z = 0 is a point of maximally unipotent monodromy. In particular,
the normalized periods ti = (ω0)−1ω1,i provide the mirror map and can be identified with
the coefficients in the expansion of the complexified Kähler form on M ,
ω = t1 · J1 + · · ·+ tk · Jk . (4.19)
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Note that the Mori cone on M and therefore also the limiting point ~z = 0 depend on the
triangulation of the reflexive polytope that defines the toric ambient space of M . In general
the induced Kähler cones from different triangulations of ∆◦ allow distinct large volume
limits of M which are dual to different limiting points in the complex structure moduli
space of W .
In terms of the affine coordinates the prepotential can be choosen such that
∂tjF0(t) =
1
2
cijkt
jtk +
1
2
(ciij + c˜j)t
j +
1
6
ciii + bi +O(e2piiti) , (4.20)
where we introduced
cijk =
∫
M
JiJjJk , bi =
1
24
∫
M
c2(M) · Ji . (4.21)
There is an ambguity in the choice of c˜j ∈ Z which will be irrelevant for the calculation of
the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants. The right hand side of (4.20) corresponds to the central
charges of 4-branes on M . The leading behaviour, that is the terms polynomial in ~t, can be
calculated using the so-called Γ-class formula, see e.g. [20] for a review. However, we still
need to obtain the basis of periods (4.18).
This can be done by using a closed expression for ω0(z) and then applying the Frobenius
method [10]. In summary, one introduces
ω(z, κ) =
∑
λ∈Nk
r∏
i=1
Γ
[
1 +
k∑
s=1
l
(s)
0,i (λs + κs)
]
∏
ρ∈ΣV (1)
Γ
[
1 +
k∑
s=1
l
(s)
ρ (λs + κs)
] k∏
s=1
zλs+κss , (4.22)
where κ ∈ Ck, such that ω0 = ω(z, 0) is the regular period. The other periods can be
obtained by taking linear combinations of derivatives
∂
∂κi1
· · · · · ∂
∂κik
ω(z, κ)
∣∣∣∣
κ=0
, (4.23)
that reproduce the correct leading behaviour. In particular, the mirror map is determined
by the periods with leading behaviour ω1,s ∼ log(zs),
ω1,s =
1
2pii
∂
∂κs
ω(z, κ)
∣∣∣∣
κ=0
. (4.24)
Note that when setting κ = 0 one has to take care about cancellation of poles in the gamma
and polygamma functions that arise from the derivatives with respect to κi.
To calculate the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants we only need the derivatives of the prepo-
tential up to contributions that are polynomial in ~t. We can therefore use (4.20) and identify
(∂tiF0)(z) with
(∂tiF0)(z) ∼ −
1
2
1
ω0
1
(2pii)2
s∑
i,j,k=1
cijk
∂2
∂κj∂κk
ω(z, κ)
∣∣∣∣
κ=0
. (4.25)
The result will contain powers of pi and the Euler-Mascheroni constant but all of them are
multiplying linear combinations of ω1,s and ω0, i.e. classical contributions, and they can be
safely dropped for the purpose of calculating enumerative invariants.
Combining all of the pieces, one can calculate the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants at genus
zero by performing the following steps:
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1. Fix a reflexive polytope ∆◦, a nef-partition ∇1, ...,∇r and a fine regular star triangula-
tion of the points of ∆◦. This determines a fan Σ∆ and a corresponding toric ambient
space P∆ as well as divisors D∇1 , . . . , D∇r such that
−KP∆ = D∇1 + · · ·+D∇r , (4.26)
and D∇1 · · · · ·D∇r is the class of a codimension r complete intersection Calabi-Yau M
inside P∆. Denote the basis of divisors that is dual to the generators of the Mori cone
of P∆ by D1, ..., Dk. The corresponding divisors on M will be denoted by J1, ..., Jk.
2. Calculate the triple intersection numbers on M
cijk =
∫
M
JiJjJk =
∫
P∆
DiDjDk ·
r∏
i=1
D∇r . (4.27)
3. The Mori cone on the ambient space determines linear relations l(s)ρ among the gener-
ators of rays in Σ∆(1) and Batyrev coordinates (4.13) zs, s = 1, ..., k that parametrize
the complex structure on the mirror W . One can then write down the generating
function of the periods over the holomorphic 3-form Ω on W (4.22). This determines
the mirror map and via (4.25) also the derivatives of the prepotential (∂tiF0)(z) up to
contributions that are, after plugging in the mirror map ~z(~t), linear in ~t.
4. One can then immediately calculate the instanton contributions to the prepotential
F0(t) which admits an expansion
F0(t) = class. +
∑
β∈H2(M)
n0β · Li3(qβ) , Li3(q) =
∞∑
k=1
qk
k3
, (4.28)
where qβ = exp(2piiω · β) and the Kähler class ω on M can be expanded as
ω = t1 · J1 + · · ·+ tk · Jk . (4.29)
The classical terms are polynomials in ti, i = 1, ..., k and do not carry enumerative
information while the coefficients n0β are genus zero Gopakumar-Vafa invariants of
degree β.
As a first step we will illustrate this procedure at the example of a concrete genus one
fibered Calabi-Yau threefold that is a codimension two complete intersection in a toric
ambient space. We will then present a technique to perform the calculation of the fiber
Gopakumar-Vafa invariants n˜0β in a base independent manner.
4.4 Example: Bi-quadric in P3 over B = P2
Let us now illustrate the procedure to calculate Gopakumar-Vafa invariants for complete
intersection Calabi-Yau threefolds in toric ambient spaces at the hand of an example. We
will then see that the invariants encode the multiplicities of degenerations of the fiber and
directly encode the spectrum of the corresponding F-theory vacuum.
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To this end we consider a bi-quadric inside P3 that is fibered over the base B = P2. We
choose the toric data as follows:

x 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 ρ1
y 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 ρ2
z 0 0 1 0 0 1 −1 ρ3
w −1 −1 −1 0 0 1 −1 ρ4
b1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 ρ5
b2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 ρ6
b3 −1 −1 0 −1 −1 0 1 ρ7
0 0 0 0 0 −4 −1
(4.30)
The first five columns in (4.45) contain the coordinates of the ray generators ρi, i = 1, ..., 7
of the toric fan Σ∆ that is associated to a reflexive polytope ∆◦. The last two columns
contain the linear relations
l(1) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) , l(2) = (0, 0,−1,−1, 1, 1, 1) , (4.31)
among those generators that correspond to curves C1, C2 that form a basis of the Mori
cone on the toric ambient space P∆. The corresponding fine regular star triangulation also
determines the Stanley-Reisner ideal
SRI = 〈wxyz, b1b2b3〉 . (4.32)
In particular, it is compatible with the fibration structure over the base P2 that corresponds
to ρ5, ρ6, ρ7.
The decomposition ∆◦ = 〈∇1,∇2〉 with
∇1 = 〈ρ1, ρ3, ρ5, ρ6, 0〉 , ∇2 = 〈ρ2, ρ4, ρ7, 0〉 , (4.33)
defines a nef-partition −KP∆ = D∇1 +D∇2 such that
l
(1)
0,i = D∇i · C1 = (−2, −2) , l(2)0,i = D∇i · C2 = (0,−1) . (4.34)
We will denote the corresponding complete intersection Calabi-Yau threefold in P∆ by M .
By construction it exhibits a genus one fibration with generic fiber a bi-quadric in P3.
Moreover, from (4.31) and (4.34) one can read off that in the conventions that we introduce
in Section 5.1 this fibration corresponds to the choice of bundles
S2 = 2 · pi−1(H) , S6 = 0 , S7 = pi−1(H) , S9 = 2 · pi−1(H) , (4.35)
where H is the hyperplane class in P2 and pi−1(H) = [bi]. The reader is encouraged to check
this identification using (5.4).
The divisors J1 = [ρ1] and J2 = [ρ5] form a basis of the Kähler cone of the toric ambient
space that is dual to C1, C2 and the restrictions to M form a basis of the Kähler cone
on M . By abuse of notation we will denote the restriction of the divisors also by J1, J2.
The intersection numbers (4.27) on M are encoded in the coefficients of the intersection
polynomial
J = 16 · J31 + 10 · J21J2 + 4J1J22 . (4.36)
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The linear relations (4.31) and (4.34) determine the generating function (4.22) of periods
ω(z1, z2, κ1, κ2) =
∞∑
λ1,λ2=0
Γ [1 + 2(λ1 + κ1)] Γ [1 + 2(λ1 + κ1) + λ2 + κ2]
Γ(1 + λ1 + κ1)2Γ(1 + λ1 + κ1 − λ2 − κ2)2Γ(1 + λ2 + κ2)3 z
λ1+κ1
1 z
λ2+κ2
2 .
(4.37)
One can now easily determine the regular and the logarithmic period (4.24)
ω0 =1 + 4z1 + 36z
2
1 + 400z
3
1 + 12z1z2 + 720z
2
1z2 +O(z4) ,
(2pii) · ω1,1 =ω0 · log(z1) + 8z1 + 84z21 +
2960
3
z31 + 56z1z2 + 2688z
2
1z2 +O(z4) ,
(2pii) · ω1,2 =ω0 · log(z2) + 14z1 + 183z21 +
7340
3
z31 − 14z1z2 + 924z21z2 +O(z4) .
(4.38)
Again let us point out that setting κi, i = 1, 2 to zero requires some care to cancel poles and
zeroes in the gamma and polygamma functions. The mirror map is given by
qi(z1, z2) = exp
(
2piiω−10 · ω1,i
)
, (4.39)
and can be inverted to obtain
z1(q1, q2) =q1 − 8q21 + 44q31 − 192q41 − 56q21q2 − 240q31q2 +O(q5) ,
z2(q1, q2) =q2 − 14q1q2 + 83q21q2 − 266q31q2 + 14q1q22 − 532q21q22 +O(q5) .
(4.40)
Using (4.25) and (4.36) as well as the inverted mirror map (4.40) we can calculate the
derivative of the prepotential
∂t1F0 =8 log(q1)
2 + 10 log(q1) log(q2) + 2 log(q2)
2
+ 140q1 + 307q
2
1 +
3920
9
q31 +
2291
4
q41 + 372q1q2 + 13868q
2
1q2
+ 192372q31q2 + 5409q
2
1q
2
2 +O(q5) .
(4.41)
This encodes the genus zero Gopakumar-Vafa invariants n0β as
∂t1F0 = q1∂q1
∑
β∈H2(X)
n0β · Li3(qβ) , (4.42)
and one can extract
n˜01 = 140 , n˜
0
2 = 136 , n˜
0
3 = 140 , n˜
0
4 = 124 , (4.43)
where we write n˜0dF for n
0
β with
dF = J1 · β , J2 · β = 0 . (4.44)
It is easy to calculate the invariants also for higher degrees and indeed one observes that
they are periodic under β → β + F where F is the class of the generic genus one fiber.
Since the intermediate expressions for the following base independent calculation can
become quite large, it is important to note that at every step we could have dropped all
monomials that contain z2. The same is true for the corresponding mirror coordinate q2,
except that in z2(q1, q2) (4.40) we have to keep terms linear in q2.
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Now how are the numbers (4.43) to be interpreted? The divisor classes on M are
generated by the class of the 4-section J1 and the vertical divisor J2. In particular there are
no fibral divisors and reducible fibers only appear over isolated points in the base. Therefore
n˜0dF with dF < 4 counts the number of rational fibral curves that intersect the 4-section dF
times. We can then immediately conclude that there are 12 n˜
0
1 =
1
2 n˜
0
3 = 70 fibers of I2 type
that lead to hyper multiplets with discrete charge 1 and 3 while another 12 n˜
0
2 = 68 fibers
lead to 68 hyper multiplets with charge 2. Moreover, dF = 4 corresponds to the class of the
generic fiber and −n˜04 = −124 is the Euler characteristic of M .
4.5 Base independent spectra from GV-invariants
We are now going to demonstrate that the calculation of the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants
at base degree zero in a genus one fibered complete intersection Calabi-Yau threefold inside
a toric ambient space can be performed base independently. From the result we can then
read off the cohomology classes of the positions of rational fibral curves in terms of the first
Chern classes of the line bundles that parametrize the choice of fibration. To be concrete
we consider geometries where the fiber is a generic bi-quadric inside P3 but the technique
directly generalizes to arbitrary genus one fibers that are complete intersections in toric
ambient spaces.
To quote [58], our viewpoint is that since we expect to derive formulas which are generally
valid, we are free to make extra assumptions in order to derive them. The trick is that we
can pretend that B = P2 but still extract base independent expressions. A general toric
variety that is a fibration of P3 over P2 will have the toric data
T 2 CB

x 1 0 0 0 0 1 s1 ρ1
y 0 1 0 0 0 1 s2 ρ2
z 0 0 1 0 0 1 s3 ρ3
w −1 −1 −1 0 0 1 0 ρ4
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 ρ5
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 ρ6
−s1 −s2 −s3 −1 −1 0 1 ρ7
, (4.45)
for some values s1, s2, s3. The linear relations
l(1) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) , l(2) = (s1, s2, s3, 0, 1, 1, 1) , (4.46)
do not necessarily correspond to generators of the Mori cone but that will not be important
for our calculation. In particular we do not need to fix a triangulation. It is crucial to note
that the scaling relations (4.46) imply
[x] = [w] + s1 · pi−1(H) , [y] = [w] + s2 · pi−1(H) , [z] = [w] + s3 · pi−1(H) , (4.47)
where H is again the hyperplane class on P2. We also need to choose a nef partition which
we can parametrize as
D∇1 = Dρ1 +Dρ2 + s˜1 · pi−1(H) , D∇2 = Dρ1 +Dρ2 + s˜2 · pi−1(H) , (4.48)
and this determines
l
(1)
0,i = (−2, −2) , l(2)0,i = (s˜1, s˜2) . (4.49)
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We know that c222 = 0 and c122 = 4 10 but can leave all other triple intersection numbers
cijk generic and fix them by imposing the periodicity of the fiber invariants. Anticipating
that we will drop subleading terms in z2 we can write down the reduced generating function
ω(z1, κ1, κ2) =
∞∑
n=0
Γ [1 + 2(n+ κ1) + s˜1κ2] Γ [1 + 2(n+ κ1) + s˜2κ2]
Γ(1 + n+ κ1)
∏3
i=1 Γ(1 + n+ κ1 + siκ2)
zn+κ11 z
κ2
2 . (4.50)
This leads to the regular and single logarithmic periods
ω0 =1 + 4z1 + 36z
2
2 + 400z
3
1 + 4900z
4
1 + 63504z
5
1 +O(z6) ,
(2pii)ω1,1 = log(z1) + 8z1 + 52z
2
1 +
1472
3
z31 + 5402z
4
1 +
323648
5
z51 +O(z6) ,
(2pii)ω1,2 = log(z2)− 2z1(2s1 + 2s2 + 2s3 − 3s˜1 − 3s˜2)
+ z1
2(−38s1 − 38s2 − 38s3 + 51s˜1 + 51s˜2) +O(z3) .
(4.51)
Inverting the mirror map and leaving the triple intersection numbers generic we can calculate
∂t1F0 and obtain the fiber invariants n˜0β . Imposing the periodicity n˜
0
1 = n˜
0
5 fixes
c111 =
1
2
(−8s1s2 − 8s1s3 − 8s2s3 + 4s1s˜1 + 4s2s˜1 + 4s3s˜1 − 2s˜21 + 4s1s˜2
+ 4s2s˜2 + 4s3s˜2 − 2s˜1s˜2 − 2s˜22 + c112 [−2s1 − 2s2 − 2s3 + s˜1 + s˜2]) ,
(4.52)
and we obtain
n˜01 =4(2s1 + 2s2 + 2s3 − s˜1 − 3s˜2)(2s1 + 2s2 + 2s3 − 3s˜1 − s˜2) ,
n˜02 =2(6s
2
1 + 16s1s2 + 6s
2
2 + 16s1s3 + 16s2s3 + 6s
2
3 − 15s1s˜1 − 15s2s˜1
− 15s3s˜1 + 10s˜21 − 15s1s˜2 − 15s2s˜2 − 15s3s˜2 + 10s˜1s˜2 + 10s˜22) ,
n˜03 =4(2s1 + 2s2 + 2s3 − s˜1 − 3s˜2)(2s1 + 2s2 + 2s3 − 3s˜1 − s˜2) ,
n˜04 =2(8s
2
1 + 12s1s2 + 8s
2
2 + 12s1s3 + 12s2s3 + 8s
2
3 − 13s1s˜1 − 13s2s˜1
− 13s3s˜1 + 8s˜21 − 13s1s˜2 − 13s2s˜2 − 13s3s˜2 + 10s˜1s˜2 + 8s˜22) .
(4.53)
At his point we can forget that we fixed B = P2. In fact, let us assume that we have a
biquadric inside P3 fibered over any base B and use the parametrization of the fibration in
terms of four line bundles Si, i ∈ {2, 6, 7, 9} on the base that is introduced in Section 5.1.
This amounts to replacing
s1 →2c1 − (S2 + S6 + S7 + S9) ,
s2 →c1 − (S6 + S9) ,
s3 →c1 − (S7 + S9) ,
s˜1 →2c1 − (S6 + S7 + S9) ,
s˜2 →3c1 − (S2 + S6 + S7 + 2S9) ,
(4.54)
10This implicitly singles out the triangulation that is compatible with the fibration structure.
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and we obtain
n˜01 =4(3c1 − S2 − S9)(c1 + S2 + S9) ,
n˜02 =2(6c
2
1 − c1S2 + S22 + 4c1S6 − 2S2S6 − 2S26 + 4c1S7 − 2S2S7
− 2S27 − c1S9 + 4S2S9 − 2S6S9 − 2S7S9 + S29 ) ,
n˜03 =4(3c1 − S2 − S9)(c1 + S2 + S9) ,
n˜04 =2(12c
2
1 − 7c1S2 + 3S22 − 4c1S6 + 2S2S6 + 2S26 − 4c1S7 + 2S2S7
+ 2S27 − 7c1S9 + 4S2S9 + 2S6S9 + 2S7S9 + 3S29 ) .
(4.55)
We claim that these expressions capture the multiplicity of reducible fibers for generic fi-
brations over any base B. Again, n˜01 is the number of hyper multiplets of charge ±1 while
1
2 n˜
0
2 is the number of hyper multiplets of charge ±2. Note that the n˜03 with charge 3 are
contained in the hypermultiplets with charge ±1. Moreover, χ = −n˜04 is the base indepen-
dent expression for the Euler characteristic. The structure of the reducible fibers is shown
in Table 3.
A first, highly non-trivial check can be performed using the anomalies of the six-dimensional
effective theory. The condition for cancellation of the pure gravitational anomaly of the six-
dimensional N = 1 supergravity reads
H − V + 29T = 273 , (4.56)
where for a gauge group G = Z4 the number of vector multiplets is V = 0. The number of
neutral hyper multiplets Hneut. is then
Hneut. = T + 3− 1
2
χ(M) , (4.57)
and the total number of hyper multiplets is
1
2
(
n˜01 + n˜
0
2 + n˜
0
3
)
+Hneut. . (4.58)
The number of tensor multiplets can be expressed in terms of the first Chern class of the
base as T = h1,1(B)− 1 = 9− c1(B)2. Indeed we find that (4.56) is satisfied for any choice
of bundles Si, i ∈ {2, 6, 7, 9}.
Note that we will explain in Appendix A how the triple intersection numbers as well as the
Euler characteristic can be calculated directly in a base independent manner. This provides
another strong consistency check of the results that we obtain from the fiber Gopakumar-
Vafa invariants.
It is now straightforward to apply this procedure to other complete intersection fibers.
Let us stress that there is always a freedom in the choice of parametrization in terms of line
bundles. The first step is therefore to fix a parametrization and then one can write down
the corresponding linear relation that enters the generating functions of periods.
4.6 Example: G = SU(3)× SU(2)× Z2
To demonstrate that GV-spectroscopy can also be applied to more complex fibrations, let
us now discuss a fiber that generically leads to a gauge group G = SU(2) × SU(3) × Z2.
This will also illustrate how Dynkin labels of states and the corresponding representations
can be read off directly form the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants.
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We consider the nef partition (190, 2) which is equivalent to (190, 5), (139, 0) and (139, 0) [7,
21]. The corresponding auxilliary data is given by,

X −1 1 0 0 0 −1 1 1 0 0 sx
Y −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 sy
Z 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
e1 −1 0 0 0 0 1 1 −2 −1 0 0
e2 −1 0 1 0 0 −1 0 0 1 1 0
e3 −1 1 1 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0
e4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 −1 0
e5 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 s5
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
∗ ∗ ∗ −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 1
. (4.59)
We have introduced the homogeneous coordinates X,Y, Z, e2, ..., e5 to parametrize the am-
bient space of the fiber and in order to calculate Gopakumar-Vafa invariants we consider
the basis of divisors
J1 =[e3] + [e4] + [Z] , J2 = [e4] + [Z] , J3 = [Y ]− sy · pi−1(H) ,
J4 =[e5]− s5 · pi−1(H) , J5 = [Z] ,
(4.60)
to parametrize the Kähler cone. The integers sx, sy, s5 parametrize the fibration of the
ambient space over the auxilliary P2 base and H denotes the hyperplane class of the latter.
The nef partition determines the polynomials
p1 =e2e
3
3e
2
1(d1,1e2e3e4 + d1,2e5)X
4 + e2e
2
3e
2
1(d2,1e2e3e4 + d2,2e5)X
3Y
+ e2e3e
2
1(d3,1e2e3e4 + d3,2e5)X
2Y 2 + e2e
2
1(d4,1e2e3e4 + d4,2e5)XY
3
+ d5e
2
2e
2
1e4Y
4 + e3e1(d6,1e2e3e4 + d6,2e5)X
2Z + e1(d7,1e2e3e4 + d7,2e5)XY Z
+ d8e2e1e4Y
2Z + d9e4Z
2 ,
p2 =d10,1e2e3e4 + d10,2e5 ,
(4.61)
and the classes of the coefficients are determined by
[p1] = J2 + J5 + sa ·H , (4.62)
where we have introduced another auxilliary parameter sa. The Stanley-Reisner ideal of the
ambient space of the fiber is given by
SRI = 〈XY, Xe4, Y e3, Ze2, Ze1, e2e5, e3e1, e3e5, e1e4, e4e5〉 . (4.63)
Note that away from the locus d10,2 = 0 the fibration can be described by a generic
hypersurface in P112 which has been discussed in [6]. It is then easy to see that [X] and [Y ]
restrict to two-sections on the complete intersection Calabi-Yau threefold, while [e1], ..., [e4]
descend to fibral divisors. In particular, over a generic point of the curve {d9 = 0} ⊂ B
the fiber is of I2 type and resolved by the fibral divisor [e1] which leads to an SU(2) × Z2
gauge symmetry. The complete intersection generically enhances this gauge symmetry into
SU(2)×SU(3)×Z2. This happens because over a generic point of the curve {d10,2 = 0} ⊂ B
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the fiber splits into three rational components that correspond to the fibers of the fibral
divisors [e2], [e3] and [e4].
To understand the behaviour over the points {d10,1 = d10,2 = 0} let us first note that the
ambient space of the fiber itself is fibered over a P1. When the coefficients d10,1 and d10,2
both vanish, the second equation p2 = 0 is trivially satisfied and the fiber over these points
is itself a genus one fibration over P1. The fibration thus generically contains non-flat fibers.
In order to determine the spectrum we calculate the fiber Gopakumar-Vafa invariants
n˜0n1,...,n5 = n˜
0
β with di = Ji · β, i = 1, . . . , 5 up to degree d1 + · · · + d5 = 9. The degrees
of the class of the generic fiber are (d1, d2, d3, d4, d5) = (4, 4, 2, 0, 4) and therefore we can
use the periodicity and the reflection symmetry of the invariants to determine all fiber GV
invariants from the result. One problem, however, is that we can not use the periodicity
of the invariants to fix the necessary triple intersection numbers and we can not obtain
the Euler characteristic which first appears at degree 14. We therefore employ the base
independent intersection calculus introduced in Appendix A.
Recall that to apply the technique described in Section 4.3 it is necessary to parametrize
the Kähler form by divisors (4.60) that ideally form a basis of the Kähler cone on the
ambient space. To interpret the invariants it is better to use a different basis, namely
[X], [Y ], [e1], [e2], [e4]. The corresponding degrees
dX = [X] · β , . . . , de4 = [e4] · β , (4.64)
are related to d1, . . . , d5 via
dX =− d1 + d2 + d4 , dY = d4 , de1 = −d1 + d3 + d5 ,
de2 =d1 − d3 − 2d4 , de4 = d2 − d5 .
(4.65)
At this point we can forget about the auxilliary base and interpret the parameters sx, sy, s5, sa
as Chern classes of line bundles that parametrize the choice of fibration over any base B.
To underline this shift in the interpretation we replace the parameters by classes S∗ and
introduce c1 to denote the first Chern class of B. The results are listed in Table 1.
As expected, the degrees de1 , de2 , de4 correspond to the Dynkin labels of the states that
arise from M2 branes that wrap the curves in the corresponding class. One can then group
the invariants according to the locus and immediately read off the representations. In
particular, we obtain the class of the positions of isolated I2 fibers that do not intersect any
of the fibral divisors and lead to hyper multiplets that are not charged under the non-Abelian
gauge group.
In order to obtain the final degrees of freedom, namely the neutral singlets, we need
the number of complex structure moduli or, equivalently, the Euler characteristic of the
Calabi-Yau. This can be calculated following Appendix A and reads
χ =2
(
6c1S5 − 11c1Sa − 6S5Sa + 3S2a + 18c1Sx + 6S5Sx
−9SaSx + 14c1Sy + 6S5Sy − 5SaSy + 12SxSy − 4S2y
)
.
(4.66)
From this we can easily compute the neutral singlets but have to take care to count the
non-flat fiber contributions as non-toric Kähler classes. We note that each non-flat fiber
contributes exactly one Kähler parameter, identifying them as simple rank one E-string
theories with multiplicity
nE-string = (c1 + Sx + Sy − Sa)(c1 + S5 − Sa + Sx + Sy) . (4.67)
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dX dY de1 de2 de4 n˜
0
dX ,dY ,de1 ,de2 ,de4
SU(3) adjoint
2 1 0 −1 2
(c1 + Sx + Sy − Sa)(Sx + Sy − Sa)0 1 0 1 −22 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 −2 1
SU(2) adjoint
1 1 −2 0 0 Sa(Sa − c1)
(2,3)
−1 0 1 −1 0
Sa(c1 + Sx + Sy − Sa)
0 1 −1 −1 0
0 0 1 −1 1
1 1 −1 −1 1
1 0 1 0 1
2 1 −1 0 1
0 1 1 0 −1
(2,1)
0 0 1 0 0 Sa(5c1 + Sa − 3Sx − 3Sy)1 1 −1 0 0
(1,3)
2 1 0 1 0
(c1 + Sx + Sy − Sa)(4Sa − 7Sx − 3Sy − 4S5)
0 1 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1 −1
0 1 0 0 −1
2 1 0 0 1
(1,3)
1 0 0 1 0
(c1 + Sx + Sy − Sa)(3Sa − 2Sx − 6Sy − 2S5)1 1 0 −1 11 1 0 1 −1
1 0 0 0 1
(1,1)
1 1 0 0 0
2(−6c1S5 + 16c1Sa + 6S5Sa − 6S2a − 18c1Sx − 6S5Sx
+9SaSx − 6S2x − 22c1Sy − 6S5Sy + 13SaSy − 10S2y )
Non-flat fibers
0 1 0 0 0 20(c1 + Sx + Sy − Sa)(c1 + S5 − Sa + Sx + Sy)
0 0 0 1 0
6(c1 + Sx + Sy − Sa)(c1 + S5 − Sa + Sx + Sy)0 1 0 −1 1
0 0 0 0 1
−1 0 0 0 0
2(c1 + Sx + Sy − Sa)(c1 + S5 − Sa + Sx + Sy)1 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 −1 2
0 0 0 1 1 −2(c1 + Sx + Sy − Sa)(c1 + S5 − Sa + Sx + Sy)
Table 1: Base independent fiber Gopakumar-Vafa invariants for fibrations with generic fiber
realized as nef partition (190, 2).
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This allows to compute the complex structures and neutral singlets as
n1 =15− c21 + nE-string −
1
2
χ
=15− 2S2a + 7SaSx + S2x + 5S5(Sa − Sx − Sy) + 3SaSy
− 10SxSy + 5S2y − c1(5S5 − 9Sa + 16Sx + 12Sy)
We then have all that we need in order to check anomaly cancellation. By picking a suitable
GV representative from Table 1 we associate the following six-dimensional multiplicities to
the representations:
n(1,8) =1 +
1
2
n˜02,1,0,−1,2 , n(3,1) = 1 +
1
2
n˜01,1,−2,0,0 ,
n(2,1) =n˜
0
0,0,1,0,0 , n(2,3) = n˜
0
−1,0,1,−1,0 ,
n(1,3),a =n˜
0
−1,0,1,−1,0 , n(1,3),b = n˜
0
1,0,0,1,0 ,
n(1,1) =
1
2
n˜01,1,0,0,0 , nE-string =
1
6
n˜00,0,0,1,0 .
(4.68)
To check consistency of the six-dimensional supergravity theory we start with the SU(2)
and SU(3) gauge anomalies. For those we simply have to check the conditions
1
6
(∑
R
nRAR −Aadj
)
= c1 · b , −1
3
(∑
R
nRCR − Cadj
)
= b · b , (4.69)
with group theory coefficients
AF = 1 , Aadj = 2n , CF =
1
2
, Cadj = 6 + n , (4.70)
for SU(n) n = 2, 3. The divisors b specify the SU(2) and SU(3) divisor classes and respec-
tively read
bSU(2) = Sa , bSU(3) = c1 − Sa + Sx + Sy . (4.71)
This is enough in order to show cancellation of the SU(2) gauge anomalies. Care has to be
taken though, when including the E-string points that intersect the SU(3) locus.
One E-string point contributes to the anomaly the equivalent of one tensor or 29 hyper-
multiplets and we can count them as those. Moreover, in [59] it has been shown that the
29 hypers from an E-string theory with an SU(3) subgroup of the E8 flavor group being
gauged, the hypermultiplets arrange into the SU(3) representations
29→ 6× 3⊕ 11× 1 . (4.72)
Thus we have to include six fundamental representations of SU(3) for every E-string point
to cancel the gauge anomaly (4.69). This is enough to show the cancellation of all gauge
anomalies. It is worth to point out that we find precisely three fibral curves inside the non-flat
fibers with matching SU(3) weights to form a fundamental representation. Couriously those
weights even come with the correct multiplicity of six, as predicted in [59]. Finally, there is
only the gravitational anomaly left which can also be shown to cancel when accounting for
the 29 hypermultiplets per E-string point.
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5 CICY fibers in the restricted bi-quadric
In this section we will study five families of fibers that are codimension two complete intersec-
tions in three-dimensional toric ambient spaces. The corresponding fibrations are connected
via extremal transitions which in the corresponding supergravities manifest as Higgs tran-
sitions. As shown in Figure 1, the theories arrange into two Higgs chains that both end on
a vacuum with G = Z4. The latter is being engineered by fibrations of bi-quadrics in P3.
However, the field theoretic aspects will be studied in Section 6.
Here we are going to summarize the geometric data and the associated matter loci that
we obtain using GV-spectroscopy. Note that the calculation of the matter loci follows the
generic recipe that we described in the previous section and, since the intermediate results
are unwieldly and hardly illuminating, we will only state the results. We will also determine
some of the matter loci using the classical approach which provides yet another check of our
technique.
U(1)× Z2 (6, 1)
(0, 0)Z4
(67, 0)
(21, 0)
(5, 1)
U(1)3
U(1)2
U(1)
Figure 1: The two chains of extremal transitions among complete intersection fibers that
end on the generic family of bi-quadrics in P3. For each family we list the index of the
polytope, the index of the nef partition and the generic gauge group.
5.1 nef (0,0): G = Z4
We will consider the generic family of bi-quadrics in P3 and some restrictions that can be
torically resolved. Hence we will investigate the generic family first and this will set the
conventions for our concrete analysis in the other cases11.
The tetrahedron ∆◦ with vertices
ρ1 = (−1, −1, −1) , ρ2 = (1, 0, 0) , ρ3 = (0, 1, 0) , ρ4 = (0, 0, 1) , (5.1)
admits a unique triangulation that corresponds to the three-dimensional projective space
P∆ = P3. The vertices correspond to the homogeneous coordinates [w : x : y : z] ∈ P3 with
11Geometries of this kind have also been considered in [11–13]. The Jacobian of nef (0,0) can be found
in http://wwwth.mpp.mpg.de/members/jkeitel/weierstrass/data/0_0.txt.
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vertex coord. divisor
(-1,-1,-1) w H
(1,0,0) x H + 2c1 − (S2 + S6 + S7 + S9)
(0,1,0) y H + c1 − (S6 + S9)
(0,0,1) z H + c1 − (S7 + S9)
Intersections H3 = 1
Figure 2: The P3 ambient space polytope of nef (0,0) is depicted on the left. The table
shows the respective coordinates and the bundles they transform under.
Stanley-Reisner ideal
SRI = 〈wxyz〉 . (5.2)
The anticanonical divisor of P3 admits a nef-partition with ∇1 = 〈0, ρ1, ρ2〉, ∇2 = 〈0, ρ3, ρ4〉
that gives the complete intersection V = {p1 = 0} ∩ {p2 = 0} ∈ P3 where p1, p2 are the two
quadrics
p1 =s1,1 · w2 + s1,2 · wx+ s1,3 · wy + s1,4 · wz + s1,5 · x2
+s1,6 · xy + s1,7 · xz + s1,8 · y2 + s1,9 · yz + s1,10 · z2 ,
p2 =s2,1 · w2 + s2,2 · wx+ s2,3 · wy + s2,4 · wz + s2,5 · x2
+s2,6 · xy + s2,7 · xz + s2,8 · y2 + s2,9 · yz + s2,10 · z2 .
(5.3)
The coefficients si,j parametrize the complex structure (redundantly) and, for a generic
choice of values, V is a smooth curve of genus one 12. It is easy to see that [w] = [x] = [y] =
[z] ≡ H, with intersection property H3 = 1 and [w] · [p1] · [p2] = 4. Therefore the fiber has
no toric sections and one toric four-section .
We adopt the parametrization from [60] of fibrations over a base B in terms of four
divisors S2,S6,S7,S9 such that
[w] =H , [x] = H + 2 · c1(B)− (S2 + S6 + S7 + S9) ,
[y] =H + c1(B)− (S6 + S9) , [z] = H + c1(B)− (S7 + S9) ,
(5.4)
and the classes of the quadrics (5.3) are
[p1] = 2H + 2c1 − (S6 + S7 + S9) , [p2] = 2H + 3c1 − (S2 + S6 + S7 + 2S9) . (5.5)
The coefficients are then sections of the line bundles associated to the divisors listed in
Table 2 and a summary of the line bundle data of the ambient P3 is given in Figure 2.
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Coefficient Divisor
s1,1 2c1 − S6 − S7 − S9
s1,2 S2
s1,3 c1 − S7
s1,4 c1 − S6
s1,5 −2c1 + 2S2 + S6 + S7 + S9
s1,6 −c1 + S2 + S6 + S9
s1,7 −c1 + S2 + S7 + S9
s1,8 S6 − S7 + S9
s1,9 S9
s1,10 −S6 + S7 + S9
Coefficient Divisor
s2,1 3c1 − S2 − S6 − S7 − 2S9
s2,2 c1 − S9
s2,3 2c1 − S2 − S7 − S9
s2,4 2c1 − S2 − S6 − S9
s2,5 −c1 + S2 + S6 + S7
s2,6 S6
s2,7 S7
s2,8 c1 − S2 + S6 − S7
s2,9 c1 − S2
s2,10 c1 − S2 − S6 + S7
Table 2: Divisor classes of the coefficients for the biquadric.
The matter loci have been determined in Section 4.5. Let us point out that from the GV
invariants (4.55) even the intersections of the individual components of reducible fibers with
(multi-)sections can be deduced. We summarize the spectrum and the intersections of the
corresponding reducible fibers with the four-section s(4)0 in Table 3.
We are now in the position to study certain specializations of this fiber that are realized as
complete intersections in three-dimensional toric ambient spaces. These specializations will
come with additional divisor classes that correspond to additional sections or multi-sections.
Representations Multiplicity Fiber
11 4(3c1 − S2 − S9)(c1 + S2 + S9) 0404
12
6c21 + S22 − 2(S26 + S27 )− 2S2(S6 + S7 − 2S9)
−2(S6 + S7)S9 + S29 − c1(S2 − 4(S6 + S7) + S9) 0
4
0
4
10
11c21 + 3S22 + 2(6 + S26 + S27 ) + 2(S6 + S7)S9 + 3S29
+2S2(S6 + S7 + 2S9)− c1(7S2 + 4(S6 + S7) + 7S9)
Table 3: Summary of the charged matter representations and multiplicities under Z4 and
codimension two fibers of nef (0, 0).
5.2 nef (6,1): G = Z2 × U(1)
The second codimension two nef partition of the three dimensional reflexive polytope with
PALP index 6 has been shown in [7] to generically not exhibit a toric section and also no
12Note that for specific choices of the fibration, certain sections si,j might be constants and can be absorbed
in coordinate redefinitions. Such cases we refer to as non-generic fibrations as here also the gauge symmetry
might be non-torically enhanced (see e.g. Section 4.1.3 in [6]).
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vertex coord. divisor
(-1,-1,0) w H1
(0,0,1) x H1 −H2 + 2c1 − (S2 + S6 + S7 + S9)
(0,1,0) y H1 + c1 − (S6 + S9)
(1,0,-1) z H1 −H2 + c1 − (S7 + S9)
(1,0,0) e2 H2
Intersections H31 = 1 , H32 = −2 , H1H22 = −1 , H21H2 = 0
Figure 3: The ambient space polytope of nef (6,1). The table shows the respective coordi-
nates and the bundles they transform under.
fibral divisors 13. The defining equations are given by
p1 =e
2
2(s1,5 · x2 + s1,7 · xz + s1,10 · z2) + e2(s1,2 · wx+ s1,6 · xy + s1,4 · wz + s1,9 · yz)
+ s1,1 · w2 + s1,3 · wy + s1,8 · y2 ,
p2 =e2(s2,5 · x2 + s2,7 · xz + s2,10 · z2) + s2,6 · xy + s2,2 · wx+ s2,4 · wz + s2,9 · yz .
(5.6)
and they can be viewed as a specialization of the bi-quadric of nef (0,0), by setting the
coefficients s2,1, s2,3, s2,8 in Equation 5.3 to zero. A picture of the polytope, the homogeneous
coordinates w, x, y, z, e2 that correspond to the vertices and the corresponding divisor classes
can be found in Figure 3. The tetrahedron of P3 can be obtained by dropping the point that
corresponds to e2 and applying the lattice automorphism
M6 →M0 : ~p 7→
 1 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
 ~p , (5.7)
to the remaining rays. Using a triangulation of the ambient space, we obtain the Stanley-
Reisner ideal
SRI = 〈xz, e2wy〉 . (5.8)
The divisors [e2], [x], [z] intersect the generic fiber twice while [w] and [y] intersect it four
times. A generic fibration constructed with this fiber has no sections but only two sections.
There are two linearly independent divisors on the ambient space and those lead to
independent two-sections. Hence we will have a Z2×U(1) gauge symmetry in F-theory. We
choose two two-sections as follows:
s
(2)
0 : {e2 = 0} ∩
{
pˆ1 = s1,1w
2 + s1,3wy + s1,8y
2 = 0
pˆ2 = s2,6xy + s2,2wx+ s2,4wz + s2,9yz = 0
s
(2)
1 : {z = 0} ∩
{
p˜1 = s1,5e
2
2 + s1,2e2w + s1,1w
2 + e2s1,6y + s1,3wy + s1,8y
2 = 0
p˜2 = s2,5e2 + s2,2w + s2,6y = 0
(5.9)
13http://wwwth.mpp.mpg.de/members/jkeitel/weierstrass/data/6_1.txt
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We use those two classes to construct the images under the generalized Shioda map
σZ2(s
(2)
0 ) = [e2] , σ(s
(2)
1 ) = [z]− [e2] , (5.10)
where we dropped possible contributions from base divisors. The intersection of a fibral
curve with σZ2(s
(2)
0 ) and σ(s
(2)
1 ) respectively determines the Z2 and U(1) charge of the cor-
responding hypermultiplet. We have again used GV-spectroscopy to determine the matter
loci and they are summarized in Table 4.
Analysis of Higgs loci
In the following, we will consider one singlet locus in more detail as it will lead to the higgs
multiplet, which enables the transition from U(1)×Z2 to Z4. On that locus the two-section
s
(2)
0 degenerates. This happens, when pˆ1 and pˆ2 in Equation (5.9) develop a common factor
that is linear in (w, y), i.e.
pˆ1 → q1(w, y)q̂1(w, y) , pˆ2 → q1(w, y)q̂2(x, z) . (5.11)
To find this locus we first note that factorization of pˆ2 requires that
s2,2s2,9 − s2,4s2,6 = 0 . (5.12)
One can then take the resultant of q1(w, y) = s2,4w + s2,9y and pˆ1. We find that the locus
where the two-section degenerates corresponds to the ideal
I1 = 〈s2,2s2,9 − s2,4s2,6, s1,8s22,4 − s1,3s2,4s2,9 + s1,1s22,9〉 . (5.13)
One component of the reducible fiber is then C1 = [e2][q1(w, y)] and intersects the two-
sections as C1 · (s(2)0 , s(2)1 ) = (−1, 1). Using the respective Shioda maps we find the charges
q = (2,−) under U(1)× Z2.
It is now easy to be mislead and to assume that the class of the matter locus is ([s2,2] +
[s2,9])([s1,8] + 2[s2,4]). However, note that the ideal I1 is contained in the simpler ideal
〈s2,4, s2,9〉. A resultant computation reveals the corresponding locus to be included in V (I1)
two times. But this simpler locus does not lead to the correct factorization of the CICY
equations. Therefore we have to subtract this locus with multiplicity two. This leads to the
multiplicity
n(2,−) = ([s2,4] + [s2,6])([s1,8] + 2[s2,4])− 2[s2,4][s2,9]
= 4c21 + S2(S7 + S9 − S6) + S9(S6 + S7 + S9)− 2c1(S2 + S7 + 2S9) . (5.14)
The multiplicity and the charges agree with the result from GV-spectroscopy that moreover
allows to compute the full spectrum given in Table 4. The neutral singlets are obtained from
the Euler number and a summary of the latter is given in Appendix C.
Let us stress that to determine the multiplicity by directly analyzing the fiber we had to
make use of the special property that the section degenerates and even then determining the
correct class is subtle. None of these problems arise when the matter loci are determined via
base independent calculation of fiber GV invariants which always follows the same generic
recipe.
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Representation Multiplicity Fiber
1(2,−)
4c21 − 2c1S2 − S2S6 − 2c1S7 + S2S7
−4c1S9 + S2S9 + S6S9 + S7S9 + S29
2
0
2
1
2
1
2
0
1(2,+)
2c21 − 3c1S2 + S22 + S2S6 + 2c1S7
−S2S7 − c1S9 + S2S9 − S6S9 − S7S9
2
0
2
1
1(1,−)
2(4c21 − 2c1S6 + 2S2S6 + S26
−S27 + 2c1S9 − 2S2S9 − S29 )
2
0
2
1
2
0
1(1,+)
2(2c21 + 4c1S2 − 2S22 + 2c1S6 − 2S2S6
−S26 + S27 + 2c1S9 − 2S2S9 − S29 )
2
0
2
1
2
1
1(0,−)
4c21 + 2c1S2 + 4c1S6 − 3S2S6
−S2S7 − 2S27 + 3S2S9 − 2S26
−S6S9 − S7S9 + S29 + 2c1S7
2
1
2
1
2
0
2
0
1(0,+)
13 + 7c21 + 3S22 + 2(S26 + S27 ) + S6S9
+S7S9 + 2S29 + S2(3S6 + S7 + 3S9)
−c1(5S2 + 4S6 + 2S7 + 3S9)
Anomaly coefficient b = 2(3c1 − S2 − S9)
Table 4: Summary of the charged matter representations and multiplicities under U(1)×Z2
and codimension two fibers of nef (6, 1).
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vertex coord. divisor
(1,-1,-1) w H − E1
(-1,0,0) x H + 2c1 − (S2 + S6 + S7 + S9)
(0,1,0) y H − E1 + c1 − (S6 + S9)
(0,0,1) z H − E1 + c1 − (S7 + S9)
(1,0,0) e1 E1
Intersections H3 = 1 , E31 = 1 , E1H2 = 0 , E21H = 0
Figure 4: The polytope and data associated to the ambient space Bl1P3 of nef (5,1). The
latter generically leads to a rank one Mordell-Weil group.
5.3 nef (5,1): G = U(1)
The second codimension two nef partition of the three dimensional reflexive polytope with
PALP index 5 has been shown in [7] to generically lead to an elliptic fibration with Mordell-
Weil rank one and no fibral divisors 14. The defining equations can be obtained from
Equation (5.3) by setting the two sections sj,5 to zero. They can be written in a suggestive
way as
p1 =e1(s1,1w
2 + s1,3wy + s1,8y
2 + s1,4wz + s1,9yz + s1,10z
2)
+ x(s1,2w + s1,6y + s1,7z) ,
p2 =e1(s2,1w
2 + s2,3wy + s2,8y
2 + s2,4wz + s2,9yz + s2,10z
2)
+ x(s2,2w + s2,6y + s2,7z) ,
(5.15)
where the correspondence between homogeneous coordinates w, x, y, z, e1 and vertices of the
polytope is given in Figure 4. The tetrahedron of P3 can be obtained by dropping the point
that corresponds to e1 and applying the lattice automorphism
M5 →M0 : ~p 7→
 −1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 ~p , (5.16)
to the remaining rays.
The polytope admits a unique regular fine star triangulation which results in the Stanley-
Reisner ideal
SRI = 〈e1x,wyz〉 . (5.17)
Calculating the intersections with the generic fiber we find that [e1] restricts to a section
whereas [x] is a four-section and [w], [y], [z] are three-sections. The homogeneous coordinates
14http://wwwth.mpp.mpg.de/members/jkeitel/weierstrass/data/5_1.txt
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[e1 : x : y : z : w] of the intersection of {e1 = 0} with the fiber are
s0 : [0 : 1 : s1,7s2,2 − s1,2s2,7 : s1,2s2,6 − s1,6s2,2 : s1,6s2,7 − s1,7s2,6] . (5.18)
Using the “tangent-trick”, see e.g. Section 3.3.1 of [6], we can construct a second section s1
and the associated divisor class is
[s1] ∼ [w]− 2[e1] . (5.19)
The corresponding image under the Shioda map is
σ(s1) = [s1]− [s0] , (5.20)
where we have again dropped vertical divisors. Base independent expressions for the matter
loci can be obtained using GV-spectroscopy and are listed in Table 5.
Map into a restricted cubic
The family can be brought into the form of a restricted cubic hypersurfaces in P2. To this
end let us first rewrite the defining equations as
p1 = e1A2 + xB1 , p2 = e1C2 + xD1 , (5.21)
where A2 and C2 are polynomials of degree two in w, y, z while B1 and D1 are linear. Away
from e1 = 0 this allows us to map the curve into a cubic hypersurface
pcubic = A2D1 −B2C1 , (5.22)
inside P2 with homogeneous coordinates [w : y : z]. Shifting the coordinates y → ay+bz+cw
to eliminate y and z from B1, and then shifting z → dz + ew + fy to eliminate w from D1
allows a direct match with the cubic obtained in [61] for a model with charge 4 matter.
Analysis of Higgs loci
We are now going to analyze the matter locus that leads to a hypermultiplet with charge
q = 4. This will be the Higgs multiplet which allows us to break the U(1) gauge symmetry
to Z4. The charge four matter can be found at the locus where s0 degenerates. This happens
when w, y, z vanish simultaneously and this determines the ideal
I1 = 〈s1,7s2,2 − s1,2s2,7, s1,2s2,6 − s1,6s2,2, s1,6s2,7 − s1,7s2,6〉 . (5.23)
Note that away from s2,2 = 0 this is equivalent to the ideal
I ′1 = 〈s1,7s2,2 − s1,2s2,7, s1,2s2,6 − s1,6s2,2〉 , (5.24)
which is in turn contained in 〈s1,2, s2,2〉. Over V (I1) the CICY equations obtain the form
p1 =e1A2 + xB1 , p2 = e1C2 + xλB1 , (5.25)
with λ being some non-zero constant. Hence the component wrapped by s0 is in the class
C1 = [e1] · [B1] . (5.26)
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Representation Multiplicity Fiber
14 (S2 + S6)(S2 + S7) + S2S9 − c1S2 1
0
13
(S6 − S7)2 + (S6 + S7)S9
+c1(6S2 + S6 + S7 + S9)
−S2(S6 + S7 + 3S9)− 2S22
1
0
12
6c21 − c1S2 + S22 + 4c1S6 − 2S2S6
−2S26 + 4c1S7 − 2S2S7 − 2S27 + S29
−c1S9 + 4S2S9 − 2S6S9 − 2S7S9
1
0
11
12c21 + 2c1S2 − 2S22 − c1S6 + S2S6
−S26 − c1S7 + S2S7 + 2S6S7 − S27
+7c1S9 − 5S2S9 − S6S9 − S7S9 − 4S29
1
0
10
13 + 11c21 + 2S22 + 2S26 − S6S7 + 2S27
+2(S6 + S7)S9 + S2(S6 + S7 + 3S9)
+3S29 − c1(6S2 + 4(S6 + S7) + 7S9)
Anomaly coefficient b = 2(3c1 + 3S2 + 2S6 + 2S7 + S9)
Table 5: Summary of the charged matter representations and multiplicities under U(1) and
codimension two fibers of nef (5, 1) and its anomaly coefficient.
The intersection numbers of this fibral curve with the sections are C1 · si = (−1, 3). This
implies that the corresponding matter has charge q = 4.
We note that the charge 4 locus has some remarkable properties. First, we find that
both rational sections degenerate and each wraps a fibral curve. Moreover, we find that the
section s1 wraps the fibral curve C2 two times. Since s1 is a section it therefore must also
intersect the second curve C1 one additional time 15. To obtain the multiplicity of the charge
four locus defined in (5.24) we take again the class of the complete intersection and keep in
mind that we have to substract the class of 〈s2,2, s1,2〉. This leads to
n14 = [s1,6 + s2,7][s2,7 + s1,2]− [s1,2][s2,2] = (S2 + S6)(S2 + S7) + S2S9 − c1S2 , (5.27)
which agrees with the result that we obtained from the base independent calculation of fiber
GV invariants, see Table 5. The Euler number is again listed in Appendix C.
5.4 nef (21,0): G = U(1)2
The first codimension two nef partition of the three dimensional reflexive polytope with
PALP index 21 has been shown in [7] to generically lead to an elliptic fibration with Mordell-
15Such a behavior was first noted to be possible in [42].
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vertex coord. divisor
(1,0,0) z H − E1 + c1 − (S7 + S9)
(0,1,0) x H − E2 + 2c1 − (S2 + S6 + S7 + S9)
(-1,0,0) e2 E2
(0,-1,0) e1 E1
(0,0,1) y H − E1 − E2 + c1 − (S6 + S9)
(-1,-1,-1) w H − E1 − E2
Intersections: H
3 = E31 = E
3
2 = 1 ,
E1E2 = HE1 = HE2 = 0
Figure 5: The polytope and data associated to the ambient space Bl2P3 of nef (21,0). The
latter generically leads to a rank two Mordell-Weil group.
Weil trank two and no fibral divisors 16. The defining equations are given by
p1 =e1e2(s1,1w
2 + s1,3wy + s1,8y
2) + e1z(s1,4w + s1,9y)
+ e2x(s1,2w + s1,6y) + s1,7xz ,
p2 =e1e2(s2,1w
2 + s2,3wy + s2,8y
2) + e1z(s2,4w + s2,9y)
+ e2x(s2,2w + s2,6y) + s2,7xz .
(5.28)
and they can also be viewed as a specialization of the bi-quadric by setting the coefficients
si,5, si,10, i ∈ {1, 2} in Equation 5.3 to zero. A picture of the polytope, the homogeneous
coordinates w, x, y, z, e1, e2 that correspond to the vertices and the corresponding divisor
classes can be found in Figure 5. The tetrahedron of P3 can be obtained by dropping the
points that correspond to e1, e2 and applying the lattice automorphism
M21 →M5 : ~p 7→
 0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 1
 ~p , (5.29)
followed by (5.16) to the remaining rays. Using a triangulation of the ambient space we
obtain the Stanley-Reisner ideal
SRI = 〈e2z, e1e2, e1x,wyz, wxyz〉 . (5.30)
The divisors [ei], i ∈ {1, 2} restrict to sections and intersect the generic fiber once. On the
other hand, [w], [y] intersect the generic fiber twice and [x], [z] intersect it three times. The
homogeneous coordinates [x : y : z : w : e1 : e2] of the sections are
s0 : [s1,4s2,9 − s1,9s2,4 : s1,7s2,4 − s1,4s2,7 : 1 : s1,9s2,7 − s1,7s2,9 : 1 : 0] ,
s1 : [1 : s1,7s2,2 − s1,2s2,7 : s1,2s2,6 − s1,6s2,2 : s1,6s2,7 − s1,7s2,6 : 0 : 1] .
(5.31)
16http://wwwth.mpp.mpg.de/members/jkeitel/weierstrass/data/21_0.txt
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Representation Multiplicity Fiber
1(−1,1) S22 − c1S2 + S2S6 + S2S7 + S6S7 + S2S9 1
0
2
1(1,3) 2c1S7 − S2S7 − S6S7 + c1S9 − S6S9 1
0
2
1(0,3) −S7(c1 − S2 − S7 − S9) 1
0
2
1(1,2)
6c21 + (S2 + S6)(S6 + 2S7)− S2S9
+3S6S9 + c1(2S2 + 5S6 + 2S7 + S9) 1
0
2
1(0,2)
−S2S6 − 2S2S7 − 2S27 + 2c1(S2 + 3S7)
+(S2 + S6 − 2S7)S9 + S29 1
0
2
1(1,1)
6c21 + S22 − S2S6 − 2S26 + 3S2S9
−3S6S9 − c1(3S2 − 4S6 + 2S7 + S9) 1
0
2
1(1,0)
−(S2 + S6)(2S2 − S6 + 2S7)− 3S2S9
+S6S9c1(6S2 + S6 + 2S7 + S9) 1
0
2
1(0,1)
6c21 − 2S22 − 2S26 − S2S7 − S27
−(4(S2 + S6) + S7)S9 − 4S29
+c1(4S2 + 4S6 + S7 + 8S9)
1
0
2
1(0,0)
11c21 + 2S22 + 2(7 + S26 + S27 ) + 3S29
+(3S6 + 2S7)S9 + S2(S6 + 2S7 + 3S9)
−2c1(3S2 + 2S6 + 3S7 + 4S9)
Anomaly Coefficient: b1,1 = 2c1 b1,2 = 3c1 − S2 − S6
b2,2 = 2(3c1 − S6 + 2S7 + S9)
Table 6: Summary of the charged matter representations and multiplicities under U(1)2 and
codimension two fibers of nef (21, 0) and its anomaly coefficients.
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The class of a third section is given by
[s2] ∼ [x]− [e1]− [e2] . (5.32)
Later we will again consider a map into a restricted cubic, that allows to obtain the coordi-
nates of that section. The images under the Shioda map are
σ[s1] = [s1]− [s0] , σ[s2] = [s2]− [s0] , (5.33)
where we have again dropped vertical divisors. The matter loci can be obtained with GV-
spectroscopy and are listed in Table 6.
Map into a restricted cubic
Again we can find a map into a restricted family of cubics. In fact, we can choose to consider
either a patch with e1 = 1 or e2 = 1 and this leads to two maps
pcubic,i = Ai,2Di,1 −Bi,1Ci,2 . (5.34)
Note that in both cases we map one of the sections into a divisor that blows-up the cubic.
This can also be realized torically by considering hypersurfaces associated to the polytope
F3. Using the conventions from [6] this takes the form
p =s1e
2
1u
3 + s2u
2ve21 + s3uv
2e21 + s4v
3e21 + s5u
2we1
+ s6uvwe1 + s7v
2we1 + s8uw
2 + s9vw
2 ,
(5.35)
To obtain the first map we can set e1 = 1 and solve for x to find
A1,1 = (e2s1,1w
2 + e2s1,3wy + e2s1,8y
2 + s1,4wz + s1,9yz) ,
C2,1 = (e2s2,1w
2 + e2s2,3wy + e2s2,8y
2 + s2,4wz + s2,9yz) ,
B1,1 = (e2s1,2w + e2s1,6y + s1,7z) , D2,1 = (e2s2,2w + e2s2,6y + s2,7z) .
(5.36)
We then simply have to relabel the coordinates as {e2 → e1, w → u, y → v, z → w} to match
the form of Equation (5.35) with
s1 =s1,1s2,2 − s1,2s2,1 , s2 = s1,3s2,2 − s1,2s2,3 − s1,6s2,1 + s1,1s2,6 ,
s3 =s1,8s2,2 − s1,6s2,3 + s1,3s2,6 − s1,2s2,8 , s4 = s1,8s2,6 − s1,6s2,8 ,
s5 =s1,4s2,2 − s1,2s2,4 − s1,7s2,1 + s1,1s2,7 ,
s6 =s1,9s2,2 − s1,7s2,3 − s1,6s2,4 + s1,4s2,6 + s1,3s2,7 − s1,2s2,9 ,
s7 =s1,9s2,6 + s1,8s2,7 − s1,7s2,8 − s1,6s2,9 ,
s8 =s1,4s2,7 − s1,7s2,4 , s9 = s1,9s2,7 − s1,7s2,9 .
(5.37)
Similar expressions can be found by setting e2 = 1. This map is useful e.g. for finding the
Weierstrass description and the coordinates of the non-toric section 17. It can also be used
to find some of the other singlet loci in a classical analysis.
17The F3 coordinate of the non-toric section is given in Section 3.3.1 and the coordinates in Weierstrass
form are given in Appendix B of [6].
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Analysis of Higgs loci
In the following we will explicitly determine the matter loci that are responsible for the
Higgs transition towards the theories associated to nef (5,1). They can be found by first
considering the loci where either s0 or s1 degenerates. This happens when the linear factors
Bi,1, Di,1 become collinear, i.e. Bi,1 = λDi,1 for some λ 6= 0. Note that this corresponds to
s8 = s9 = 0 after mapping into the F3 hypersurface.
For s1 this leads to the ideal
I1 = 〈s1,6s2,2 − s1,2s2,6 , s1,2s2,7 − s1,7s2,2〉 , (5.38)
which is contained in 〈s2,2, s1,2〉. Computing the intersections with the reducible curve C1,1
that is wrapped by s1 yields C1,1 · [si] = (0,−1, 1). Hence this locus leads to singlets of
charge q = (−1, 1). The multiplicity of the corresponding hypermultiplets can be obtained
by taking the class of V (I1) and substracting the locus s2,2 = s1,2 = 0 once, i.e.
n(1,−1) =([s1,6] + [s2,2])([s1,2] + [s2,7])− [s2,2][s1,2]
=(S2 + S6)(S2 + S7) + S2S9 − c1S2 .
(5.39)
A second locus can be obtained by considering degenerations of s0. This leads to the
ideal
I2 = 〈s1,9s2,4 − s1,4s2,9 , s2,7s1,4 − s1,7s2,4〉 , (5.40)
which is contained in 〈s1,4, s2,4〉. Taking C1,2 to be the fibral curve wrapped by s0 we
calculate the intersections C1,2 · [si] = (−1, 0, 2). In particular, this locus yields singlets of
charge q = (1, 3). The multiplicity of the singlets is given by
n(1,3) =([s1,9] + [s2,4])([s2,7] + [s1,4])− [s2,4][s1,4]
=c1(2S7 + S9)− S2S7 − S6(S7 + S9) .
(5.41)
The multiplicities of both loci agree with the results from base independent calculation of
fiber GV invariants 6. The singlet sector has been computed using the Euler number and
which is again given in Appendix C.
5.5 nef (67,0): G = U(1)3
The first codimension two nef partition of the three dimensional reflexive polytope with
PALP index 67 has been shown in [7] to generically lead to an elliptic fibration with Mordell-
Weil trank three and no fibral divisors 18. The defining equations are given by
p1 =s1,1e1e2e3w
2 + s1,2e2e3wx+ s1,3e1e2wy + s1,6e2xy
+ s1,4e1e3wz + s1,7e3xz + s1,9e1yz ,
p2 =s2,1e1e2e3w
2 + s2,2e2e3wx+ s2,3e1e2wy + s2,6e2xy
+ s2,4e1e3wz + s2,7e3xz + s2,9e1yz ,
(5.42)
and they can also be viewed as a specialization of the bi-quadric by setting the coefficients
si,5, si,10, si,8, i ∈ {1, 2} in Equation 5.3 to zero. A picture of the polytope, the homogeneous
18http://wwwth.mpp.mpg.de/members/jkeitel/weierstrass/data/67_0.txt
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vertex coor. divisor
(1,0,0) x H − E1 − E3 + 2c1−(S2 + S6 + S7 + S9)
(0,1,0) y H − E1 − E2 + c1 − (S6 + S9)
(0,0,1) z H − E1 − E3 + c1 − (S7 + S9)
(-1,-1,-1) w H − E1 − E2 − E3
(-1,0,0) e1 E1
(0,0,-1) e2 E2
(0,-1,0) e3 E3
Intersections:
H3 = H2Ei = HE
2
i = −2
E3i = HEiEj = E
2
iEj = −1
E1E2E3 = 0
Figure 6: The polytope and data associated to the ambient space Bl3P3 of nef (67,0). The
latter generically leads to a rank three Mordell-Weil group.
coordinates w, x, y, z, e1, e2, e3 that correspond to the vertices and the corresponding divisor
classes can be found in Figure 6. The tetrahedron of P3 can be obtained by dropping the
points that corresponds to e1, e2, e3. Using a triangulation of the ambient space we obtain
the Stanley-Reisner ideal
SRI = 〈e2z, wz, e3y, e1x,wy,wx, e1e2e3〉 . (5.43)
The divisors [ei], i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and [w] intersect the generic fiber once and restrict to sections.
In fact, this model has been analyzed in [14] and parametrizes the most general fibration
with a Mordell-Weil group of rank three.
A convenient choice of generators for the sections and their coordinates in [x : y : z : w :
e1 : e2 : e3] are given by
s0 : [s1,4s2,9 − s1,9s2,4 : s1,7s2,4 − s1,4s2,7 : 1 : s1,9s2,7 − s1,7s2,9 : 1 : 0 : 1] ,
s1 : [1 : s1,2s2,7 − s1,7s2,2 : s1,6s2,2 − s1,2s2,6 : s1,7s2,6 − s1,6s2,7 : 0 : 1 : 1] ,
s2 : [s1,3s2,9 − s1,9s2,3 : 1 : s1,6s2,3 − s1,3s2,6 : s1,9s2,6 − s1,6s2,9 : 1 : 1 : 0] ,
s3 : [1 : 1 : 1 : 0 : s1,7s2,6 − s1,6s2,7 : s1,9s2,7 − s1,7s2,9 : s1,6s2,9 − s1,9s2,6] .
(5.44)
The corresponding images under the Shioda map are
σ(s1) = [e1]− [e2] , σ(s2) = [e3]− [e2] , σ(s3) = [w]− [e2] . (5.45)
We can use any of the three sections ei to map nef (67,0) into a family of hypersurfaces
inside dP2, which is the most general form for fibrations with Mordell-Weil rank two [4, 5, 62–
66]. This map has been used in [14] to find all singlet loci 19. However, the spectrum of nef
19 The conventions in [14] match ours via the following identifications:
[14] conv. our conv. our classes
u ∼ x 2c1 − (S2 + S6 + S7 + S9)
v ∼ y c1 − (S6 + S9)
w ∼ z c1 − (S7 + S9)
t ∼ w 0
p1 ∼ p1 2c1 − S6 − S7 − S9
.
[14] classes our classes
S9 3c1 − S2 − S6 − S7 − S9 ,
Sˆ7 2c1 − S2 − S6 ,
S˜7 2c1 − S2 − S7 ,
pb2 c1 − S2 .
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(67,0) as given in [14] is neither complete nor do all anomalies cancel. In Tables 7 and 8 we
give the complete and fully consistent spectrum obtained via GV-spectroscopy. Before we
conclude this section let us again consider the matter loci that lead to the Higgs fields.
Analysis of Higgs loci
All of the toric singlet loci can be found by first considering where the sections si degenerates.
The common feature of those loci are that the CICY equations develop a common factor.
For s0 this locus corresponds to the ideal
I1 = 〈s2,7s1,9 − s1,7s2,9, s1,7s2,4 − s1,4s2,7〉 , (5.46)
and a reducible fiber component is in the class
C1,1 = [e2]([e1] + [y]) . (5.47)
This results in the singlets with charges q = (1, 1, 2). The multiplicity of that locus is given
by taking the class of I1 and substracting the class of the sublocus s1,7 = s2,7 = 0, leading
to
n(1,1,2) =([s2,7] + [s1,9])([s1,7] + [s2,4])− [s1,7][s2,7]
=2c1S7 − S2S7 − S6S7 + c1S9 − S6S9 .
(5.48)
Similarly, the locus where s1 degenerates corresponds to the ideal
I2 = 〈s1,7s2,6 − s1,6s2,7, s2,2s1,6 − s1,2s2,6〉 . (5.49)
Here we find a fibral curve in the class
C1,2 = [e1]([e3] + [z]) , (5.50)
whose intersections with si reveal it to yield a q = (−1, 0, 1) singlet of multiplicity
n(−1,0,1) =([s1,6] + [s2,7])([s1,2] + [s2,6])− [s1,6][s2,6]
=S22 − c1S2 + S2S6 + S2S7 + S6S7 + S2S9 .
(5.51)
Similarly one proceeds for s2, which degenerates over the locus that corresponds to the ideal
I3 = 〈s2,6s1,9 − s1,6s2,9, s1,6s2,3 − s1,3s2,6〉 . (5.52)
We find a fibral curve in the class
C1,3 = [e3]([e1] + [z]) , (5.53)
and the intersections with si reveal the associated singlets to have charges q = (0,−1, 1)
and multiplicity
n(0,−1,1) =2c1S6 − S2S6 − S6S7 + c1S9 − S7S9 . (5.54)
The final toric locus can be obtained by starting from the ideal
I4 = 〈s2,6s1,7 − s1,6s2,7, s1,6s2,9 − s1,9s2,6〉 . (5.55)
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Representation Multiplicity Fiber
1(1,1,−1) −S6(c1 − S2 − S6 − S9) 1
0
2
3
1(0,1,2) −S7(c1 − S2 − S7 − S9) 1
0
2
3
1(1,0,2) (c1 − S2)S9 1
0
2
3
1(−1,0,1) −c1S2 + S22 + S2S6 + S2S7 + S6S7 + S2S9 1
0
2
3
1(0,−1,1) 2c1S6 − S2S6 − S6S7 + c1S9 − S7S9 1
0
2
3
1(1,1,2) 2c1S7 − S2S7 − S6S7 + c1S9 − S6S9 1
0
2
3
1(0,0,2) S6S7 − c1S9 + S2S9 + S6S9 + S7S9 + S29 1
0
2
3
1(1,1,1)
6c21 + (S2 + S6)(S6 + 2S7) + 3S6S9
−c1(2S2 + 5S6 + 2(S7 + S9)) 1
0
2
3
Table 7: The first part of the summary of the matter representations and multiplicities from
nef (67,0) with G = U(1)3. It is continued in Table 8. We also depict the intersections of
the fiber components with the sections.
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Representation Multiplicity Fiber
1(1,0,1)
6c21 − 5c1S2 + S22 − 2c1S6 + S2S6 − 2c1S7
+S2S7 + S6S7 − 2c1S9 + 3S2S9 1
0
2
3
1(0,1,1)
2c1S2 − S2S6 + 6c1S7 − 2S2S7
−S6S7 − 2S27 + c1S9 − 3S7S9
1
0
2
3
1(1,1,0)
2c1S2 + 6c1S6 − 2S2S6 − 2S26
−S2S7 − S6S7 + c1S9 − 3S6S9 1
0
2
3
1(1,0,0)
6c1S2 − 2S22 + 2c1S6 − 2S2S6 + 2c1S7
−2S2S7 − 2S6S7 + c1S9 − 3S2S9 1
0
2
3
1(0,1,0)
6c21 − 2c1S2 − 2c1S6 + 2S2S6 − 5c1S7
+S2S7 + 2S6S7 + S27 − 2c1S9 + 3S7S9
1
0
2
3
1(0,0,1)
2(3c1S2 − S22 + 3c1S6 − S2S6 − S26
+3c1S7 − S2S7 − S6S7 − S27 + 5c1S9
−2S2S9 − 2S6S9 − 2S7S9 − 2S29 )
1
0
2
3
1(0,0,0)
15 + 11c21 − 6c1S2 + 2S22 − 6c1S6 + 2S2S6
+2S26 − 6c1S7 + 2S2S7 + S6S7 + 2S27
−9c1S9 + 3S2S9 + 3S6S9 + 3S7S9 + 3S29
Anomaly-
Coefficients:
b11 = 2c1 , b12 = c1 ,
b22 = 2c1 , b23 = (c1 − S6 + S7) ,
b33 = 2(c1 + S7 + S9) , b13 = (2c1 − S2 − S6) .
Table 8: Continuation of Table 7 of matter representations and multiplicities from nef (67,0)
with G = U(1)3. We also depict the intersections of the fiber components with the sections
as well as the the anomaly coefficients.
Over this locus, the fiber factors into a quadric polynomial in w and a linear polynomial in
the ei. This results in the class of one of the irreducible components
C1,4 = [w][ei] . (5.56)
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The resulting charges are q = (0, 0,−2) and the multiplicity is
n(0,0,2) =([s1,6] + [s2,7])([s1,9] + [s2,6])− [s2,6][s1,6]
=S6S7 − c1S9 + S2S9 + S6S9 + S7S9 + S29 .
(5.57)
Note that the above singlet is the only one that does not Higgs to the U(1)2 theory described
by nef (21,0). Instead the Higgsing corresponds to a transition to nef (30,2) which engineers
G = U(1)2 × Z2 but this is not part of the chain that we consider in the present work.
6 The six- and five-dimensional field theory
In this section we study the supergravities that we have geometrically engineered in the
previous section. More precisely, we will focus on the dynamical connections among them
via the Higgs mechanism. All spectra that have been found in the previous sections satisfy
the six-dimensional gravitational and U(1) gauge anomaly cancellation conditions for any
choice of base und bundles.
The conditions read
H − V + 29T = 273 , 9− T = c21 ,∑
q
xqm,qn,qk,qlqmqnqkql = b(m,n · bk,l) ,
1
6
∑
q
xqm,qnqmqn = c1 · bm,n ,
(6.1)
where bm,n denotes the height pairing of the Shioda maps, see e.g. [6], and xqi1 ,...,qin are the
multiplicities of hypermultiplets with charges qi1 , . . . , qin under n not necessarily inequivalent
U(1) factors. Let us point out that the height pairings that we provided in the previous
section have not been computed geometrically but were deduced from the anomalies. This
is still a highly non-trivial cross-check of the validity of the spectrum. Two of the models
contain discrete symmetries and we comment on their anomalies in Section 6.3.
6.1 Higgs transitions among the vacua
Field theoretically we can connect two vacua by giving a vacuum expectation value (vev) to
some hypermultiplet. In general, this hypermultiplet will have a non-trivial representation
under some gauge group which therefore gets partially or fully broken by the vev. The Higgs
field then contributes the respective Goldstone mode for the massive vector boson(s). For
purely Abelian theories the unbroken generators are then simply the combinations under
which the Higgs field is not charged.
In order to preserve supersymmetry, the vev also needs to satisfy the D-flatness condi-
tions. Such a vev can always be found when there are two Higgs multiplets with the same
U(1) charge [67]. In the following we will always assume that this constraint is fulfilled 20.
For each individual transition we then match charges and multiplicities of the hypermulti-
plets under the unbroken gauge group with our geometric computations. This matching is
particularly easy in six-dimensional theories, due to the absence of a superpotential. At the
bottom of our Higgs chains is the Z4 model. Note that it can be reached via two different
Higgs branches depicted in Figure 7.
20In [6] it was argued that a transition which does not satisfy the D-flatness condition would result in
poles in the defining equation of the deformed Calabi-Yau geometry.
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U(1)× Z2
〈1(2,−)〉
(6, 1)
(0, 0)Z4
(67, 0)
(21, 0)
(5, 1)
U(1)3
U(1)2
U(1)
〈1(1,3)〉
〈1(0,−1,1)〉
〈14〉
Figure 7: Depiction of the two Higgs branches towards the Z4 genus-one model. Gauge
groups and Higgs multiplets are highlighted, together with the nef partition that engineers
the vacuum.
Branch 1: The U(1)3 → Z4 chain
The first branch starts with the U(1)3 theory that is engineered by fibrations of nef (67,0)
and the spectrum is summarized in Tables 7-8. The unHiggsing from Z4 to U(1)3 can
geometrically be understood as a splitting of the four-section into four sections [33].
The Higgsing of U(1)3 proceeds by assigning a vev to the hypermultiplets in the repre-
sentation 1(0,1,−1). Note that there is also the possibility to Higgs with the multiplets 1(1,1,2)
or 1(−1,0,1). The resulting U(1)2 theories are equivalent to each other and the spectra can
be geometrically matched by redefining the divisors. To directly match the conventions that
we laid out for nef (21,0), we consider the first option, which results in the unbroken charges
Q˜1 = Q1 , Q˜2 = Q2 +Q3 . (6.2)
The Higgs multiplet minus the Goldstone mode is matched to the additional neutral singlets
in the U(1)2 theory. Those can be computed directly via the difference of the Euler numbers
that are summarized in Appendix C
∆n(0,0) + 1 = n(0,1,−1) =
1
2
(χ(21,0) − χ(67,0)) . (6.3)
We can also match the remaining charged hypermultiplets with those obtained from the ge-
ometric computations summarized in Table 6. The identification of charges (6.2) determines
n(1,1) =n(1,0,1) + n(1,1,0) , n(0,2) = n(0,0,2) + n(0,1,1) ,
n(1,1) =n(1,0,1) + n(1,1,0) , n(0,1) = n(0,1,0) + n(0,0,1) .
n(1,2) =n(1,0,2) + n(1,1,1) , n(−1,1) = n(−1,0,1) ,
n(1,3) =n(1,1,2) , n(0,3) = n(0,1,2) .
(6.4)
One observes in the identification of hypermultiplets that the aforementioned Higgs multi-
plets do not combine with other representations.
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The next step in the chain is performed, by assigning a vev either to the 1(1,3) or the
1(−1,1) hypermultiplets. Again the choices result in equivalent theories. The former one
leads to a straight forward match conventions that we laid out for nef (5,1). It leaves an
unbroken U(1) charge
Q˜ = 3Q1 −Q2 . (6.5)
We can again match the difference of singlets
∆n(0) + 1 = n(3,1) =
1
2
(χ(5,1) − χ(21,0)) , (6.6)
as well as the other hypermultiplets
n(4) = n(−1,1) , n(3) = n(1,0) + n(0,3) ,
n(2) = n(0,2) + n(1,1) , n(1) = n(1,2) + n(0,1) ,
(6.7)
where the matter loci of nef (5,1) are summarized in Table 5.
The last transition in this chain Higgses the U(1) theory to Z4 via the charge four singlets.
We again check the difference in singlets
∆n(0) + 1 = n(4) =
1
2
(χ(5,1) − χ(0,0)) , (6.8)
and the matter multiplicities can be matched by taking all U(1) charges to be modulo 4.
Note that in six dimensions the hypermultiplets contain two conjugated representations and
hence 13 multiplets are not distinguished from 1−3. Both are identified as 11 with respect
to the Z4 gauge symmetry. To conclude, we are left with only two types of hypermultiplets
n(1) =n(1) + n(3) , n(2) = n(2) , (6.9)
which matches the geometric computations given in Table 3.
Branch 2: The U(1)× Z2 → Z4 chain
The second branch starts with a theory that already exhibits a discrete symmetry. The
gauge group is U(1)× Z2 and the spectrum is summarized in Table 4. The Higgsing mixes
the Z2 and the U(1) symmetry such that only a Z4 subgroup remains unbroken 21. The
unique Higgs candidate that can trigger such a transition is the 1(2,−) hypermultiplet. After
giving a vev to this field we can write down the Z4 charge
QZ4 = QU(1) ± 2QZ2 mod 4 . (6.10)
This allows us to match the difference in the number of singlets via
∆n(0) + 1 = n(2,−) =
1
2
(χ(0,0) − χ(6,1)) . (6.11)
Moreover, we can identify the hypermultiplets via
n(1) = n(1,+) + n(1,−) , n(2) = n(2,+) + n(0,−) , (6.12)
and this matches with the geometric computation of the matter loci for nef (0,0) that is
summarized in Table 3.
21This mechanism was speculated to exist in the works [11–13].
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6.2 The structure of the Z4 Tate-Shafarevich group
In this section we would like to comment on the structure of the Z4 Tate-Shafarevich (TS)
group. In the spirit of [40] we want to investigate this structure via the conifold transition
from the vacum with U(1) via the charge q = 4 singlet. As shown in Table 5, this field arises
in fibrations of nef (5,1) from M2-branes that wrap one of the two fibral curves C1,1, C2,1
which intersect the sections as follows:
C1,1 C2,1
s0 −1 2
s1 3 −2
σ(s1) −4 4
(6.13)
Indeed, it seems that all non-trivial TS elements can be obtained from shrinking down the
two curves above 22. One can deduce from the intersections of the other fibral curves in
Table 5 that the limit where the volume of C1,1 goes to zero lies on the boundary of the
Kähler cone. We can therefore shrink it and identify s0 as the KK-generator which requires
the U(1) flux ξ1 = 14 . Geometrically this blows down down the exceptional divisor [e1].
Adding the deformation parameters si,5, i ∈ {1, 2} deforms the singularity and leads us to
the generic bi-quadric in P3. Similarly, we can swap s0 and s1 as the zero-section and shrink
the same curve. This allows us to deform to the same genus-one fibration but now a flux
ξ3 = −34 is switched on. It is the conjugate TS element with flux ξ1. This is analogous
to the situation for the generic cubic [40] in that two different elements of the TS group
correspond to the same geometry but are distinguished by the action of the Jacobian.
We also have the C1,2 curve that admits the right intersections with both s0 and s1 to
Higgs to the order two element with fluxes ξ = 12 . However, the limit in which this curve
shrinks does not lie on the boundary of the Kähler cone that is torically realized but on the
boundary of a different Kähler cone. We therefore expect that another birational model is
needed to describe the transition.
A slightly different perspective can be given from the Z2×U(1) theory of nef (6,1). Here
the respective curves that lead to the Higgs field intersect as follows:
C1,2 C2,2
s
(2)
0 −1 3
s
(2)
1 1 1
σ(s
(2)
1 ) −2 2
(6.14)
The hypermultiplets that originate from the curves C1,2 can become massless when a flux
ξ1 =
1
2 is switched on. Hence naively only a Z2 group might be visible. However note, that
the above model is already a genus one fibration and hence in M-theory there is already an
order two flux ξ˜ = 12 . In total we expect to have a ξ =
1
4 flux from that deformation
23.
In both families (5,1) and (6,1) we find a unique curve that can be shrunken such that a
subsequent complex structure deformation leads to a fibration of bi-quadrics in P3. However,
due to the correspondence of Higgs transitions and compactifications with discrete Wilson
lines reviewed in Section 2, we expect to be able to find extremal transitions to the order two
22The deformation towards the Jacobian fibration however required a different model with a holomorphic
zero-section over the singlet locus, similar as constructed in the Z3 case in [40].
23The order two element of the TS group might be constructed from the resolved Jacobian of nef (6, 1)
by performing the conifold from there.
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element and to the Jacobian, possibly from other birational models. The curve C2,1 in (6.13)
would be a candidate that admits the right intersections with the zero section to reach the
order two TS element. But to shrink this curve we have to move outside of the boundaries
of the Kähler cone. It would be interesting to find the birational geometry that realizes the
adjacent Kähler cone and to construct the transition to the order two TS element.
In the following we would like to comment on some implications of the field theory
perspective for a general TS element M that has an order K which divides the order of
the TS group ZN with N = K · L. Let us assume that there exists an elliptic fibration M ′
with Mordell-Weil group of non-vanishing rank that exhibits a shrinkable fibral curve and a
corresponding extremal transition that leads to the TS element. We denote the zero-section
by s0 and the additional section, that leads to the U(1)F which is broken to ZN in the
transition, by s1. The fibral curve then must have intersections
C · (s0, s1) = (La,L(a−K)) , (6.15)
possibly with s0, s1 exchanged. From an M-theory perspective the massive hypermultiplet
obtained from the M2 brane state that wraps the above curve has U(1)F ×U(1)KK charges
(K · L, aL). In particular, it becomes massless after turning on a discrete Wilson line
ξ = −a/K. The key observation is now that both charges of the state are multiples of L.
Therefore giving a vev to this hypermultiplet yields the unbroken symmetry
U˜(1)× ZL with U˜(1) = aU(1)F −KU(1)KK . (6.16)
We find the expected mixing of the F-theory U(1)F and the Kaluza-Klein U(1)KK but also
an additional ZL discrete factor.
We are now in the position to relate those field theory properties back to the geometry
of M that is obtained after shrinking C and deforming the resulting singularity. Recall
that per construction M is a genus one fibration that is an order K element of a TS group
ZK·L. From the field theory analysis and the M-theory perspective on the origin of discrete
symmetries we expect that
TorsH2(M,Z) = ZL . (6.17)
Recall that this torsion cycle must be present in order to yield a discrete symmetry in five-
dimensions from the three-form reduction, as reviewed in Section 2. We therefore expect
that M is a genus one fibration with K-sections and L-torsional cycles.
6.3 Absence of discrete anomalies
Finally we want to comment on discrete anomalies within F-theory models obtained from
genus one fibrations. These include the ones that we discussed in Section 5 but for com-
pleteness we also include the hypersurfaces studied in [6]. The potential anomalies have
recently been discussed by Monnier and Moore in [68]. There the authors found an anomaly
for discrete groups but no Green-Schwarz mechanism. The result is a non-trivial condition
on the number of hypermultiplets ns and their charges s
k−1∑
s=1
ns
1
24k
(−2ks+ 2s2 − k2s2 + 2ks3 − s4) = 0 mod 1 , (6.18)
in order to keep the discrete Zk symmetry free from anomalies as
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However, the authors argued that these constraints might be too strong and only need
to vanish modulo 1/2k. This is due to the possibility to add certain torsion classes to the
field strengths in the anomaly polynomial. The base independent results obtained in this
work support this interpretation.
In the following we show that our U(1)×Z2 and Z4 models satisfy the refined integrality
condition for any choice of base and bundles. For Zk, k ∈ {2, 3, 4} those conditions read
Z2 :
1
4
n1 ≡ 0 mod 1 ,
Z3 :
1
3
(n1 + n2) ≡ 0 mod 1 ,
Z4 :
1
4
(5n1 + 8n2 + 5n3) ≡ 0 mod 1 .
(6.19)
Since a hypermultiplet in six dimensions contains two conjugated states, there is the addi-
tional identification n1 ∼ n−1 ∼ n−1+k. For the pure Z4 theory one therefore finds only the
looser constraint
Z4 :
1
2
n1 ≡ 0 mod 1 . (6.20)
Note that charge two singlets do not contribute to this condition at all.
For the discrete symmetries obtained in Section 5 we find the above constraints to be
satisfied:
U(1)× Z2 : n(0,−) + n(1,−) + n(2,−) = 4(2c1 − S7)(2c1 + S7)
Z4 : n1 = 2(3c1 − S2 − S9)(c1 + S2 + S9)
(6.21)
Finally, we would also like to comment on a generic class of Z2 and Z3 theories that can be
constructed from hypersurfaces inside the toric ambient spaces F0, P21,1,2 and P2 [6]. The
matter loci are given by
U(1)× Z2 : n(1/2±1/2,−) = 2(3c21 ± 2c1S7 ∓ S27 + 2c1S9 − S29 ) ,
Z2 : n1 = 4(3c1 − S7)(c1 + S7) ,
Z3 : n1 = 3(6c21 + S7S9 − S29 − S27 + c1(S7 + S9)) .
(6.22)
Indeed, the sum of all singlets solves the integrality conditions.
7 Conclusions
In this work we have presented a novel technique to determine base independent expressions
for the matter loci of families of complete intersection fibers in toric ambient spaces. To
this end we exploit the duality between F-theory and M-theory and the Gopakumar-Vafa
invariants that are encoded in the toplogical string partition function which we in turn
calculate using mirror symmetry. The matter loci have previously been calculated only for
the sixteen families of hypersurfaces [6] and incomplete data was obtained for two of the
3134 codimension two complete intersections [7, 14, 21]. One reason for this is that the
classical approach often depends on ideal decompositions with a computational complexity
that quickly grows with the number of complex structure coefficients of the family of fibers.
However, the number of coefficients is large in particular for families of fibers that generically
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lead to multiple sections or multi-sections and for fibers that are complete intersections in
higher codimension.
Our technique, that we refer to as GV-spectroscopy, is applicable to complete intersec-
tions in arbitrary codimensions. It is particularly efficient when the rank of the gauge group,
and therefore the number of Kähler moduli, is small 24. This opens up a vast new class of
geometries for geometric engineering of F-theory vacua. Let us also note that the procedure
is algorithmic to the point that it can be implemented on a computer and could be used to
perform systematic scans.
We have provided several examples of families of fibers and determined their matter loci,
the most complicated engineering a gauge group G = SU(3)×SU(2)×Z2. In every case we
found that all of the six-dimensional supergravity anomalies cancel for any choice of base
and fibration. This provides a strong consistency check of our technique.
As an application we studied two Higgs chains that are engineered by extremal tran-
sitions among complete intersection fibers and end on a vacuum with G = Z4. The field
theoretic analysis of the Higgs transitions provides another non-trivial check of the spectra
that we determined with GV-spectroscopy. Moreover, following [40], we commented on the
implications for the Tate-Shafarevich group associated to fibrations of bi-quadrics. We also
discussed the cancellation of the discrete anomalies that have been studied in [68].
In the future we hope to apply GV-spectroscopy in various contexts. As we already noted
in Section 4.6, the technique can also be used to understand the structure of non-flat fibers.
The latter engineer superconformal matter that is coupled to the supergravity theory and
are a topic of intense research [69–72]. Another exotic structure that we want to investigate
are multiple fibers that appear in certain genus one fibrations. The Tate-Shafarevich group
is then replaced by the Weil-Châtelet group and it would be very interesting to study the
relation to Higgs transitions with fluxes.
Finally, as we already pointed out in the introduction, the fiber GV invariants that
encode the F-theory spectrum are analogous to the fiber GV invariants of K3-fibrations
and the latter encode the reduced Gromov-Witten theory of the K3 fiber. Similarly, our
results can be interpreted as an attempt to construct an enumerative theory for families of
Calabi-Yau onefolds. It would be very interesting to investigate this further.
A Base independent intersection calculus
As we have explained in Section 4.5, base independent expressions for the triple intersection
numbers as well as for the Euler characteristic can be obtained by imposing the periodicity
of the fiber Gopakumar-Vafa invariants. However, it is often not practical to calculate the
derivatives of the free energy up to sufficiently high orders. It is then necessary to be able
to calculate the triple intersection numbers and, if one wants to check cancellation of the
pure gravitational anomalies, also the Euler characteristic with an independent method.
In this appendix we will present such a base independent intersection calculus for fibers
that are complete intersections in toric ambient spaces. Our algorithm is applicable to
arbitrary complete intersection fibers and all steps can be automated. We will first develop
the formal ingredients. This leads to a step-by-step procedure to evaluate intersections
which we then illustrate at the hand of an example. Note that related ideas have been used
24Without much optimization we were able to study families with up to five Kähler moduli that are
induced from the fiber. This is the amount of moduli that arise in fibers that engineer the standard model
gauge group.
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by [5, 6] for hypersurfaces in toric ambient spaces, see also [73].
Let us assume that the fiber is a codimension r complete intersection in a d + r-
dimensional toric variety P∆ with fan Σ∆ and denote the homogeneous coordinates on
P∆ by
[x1 : · · · : xd′ ] ∈ P∆ , (A.1)
where we introduced d′ = d + r + k. The corresponding ray generators will be denoted
by ρi ∈ Σ∆(1) and k is the number of linear relations among those generators. The nef
partition determines a decomposition of the indices i = 1, ..., d′ into r sets I1, ..., Ir with
associated divisors D∆1 , . . . , D∆r .
Recall that the Stanley-Reisner ideal SRI ⊂ Z[x1, . . . , xd′ ] is defined as
SRI = 〈xi1 · · · · · xis | ρi1 , . . . , ρis are not part of a common cone in Σ〉 , (A.2)
and that every monomial
xi1 · · · · · xis ∈ SRI , i1 < · · · < is , (A.3)
encodes a non-intersection [xi1 ] · · · · · [xis ] = 0. We will denote the set of monomials of
degree s in SRI byMs ⊂ SRI . Moreover, every point m ∈ Zd+r corresponds to a linear
equivalence relation
d′∑
i=1
〈m, ρi〉 · [xi] ∼ 0 , (A.4)
where [xi] denotes the divisor associated to {xi = 0}. The corresponding linear polynomials
in the homogeneous coordinates generate another ideal J ⊂ Z[x1, . . . , xd′ ]. The Jurkiewicz-
Danilov theorem states [74] that the ring
R(Σ) = Z[x1, . . . , xd′ ]/(SRI + J ) , (A.5)
is isomorphic to the cohomology ring H∗(P∆,Z) under the identification xi 7→ [xi].
Note that Hn,n(P∆) = for n > d + r and therefore all polynomials of degree greater
than d + r have to be equivalent to zero in R(Σ). Furthermore, we can use the relations
J to express all elements of Q[x1, . . . , xd′ ] in terms of k generators. This determines an
isomorphism
φ : Q[x1, . . . , xd′ ]/J → Q[y1, . . . , yk] . (A.6)
and we can identify Q⊗R(Σ) with
R′ = Q[y1, ..., yk]/φ(SRI) . (A.7)
We will denote the class [yi] by Ji for i = 1, . . . , k.
To parametrize fibrations, we introduce the classes Si, i = 1, . . . , d+r and S˜j , j = 1, ..., r
of line bundles on some base B such that the relation (A.4) is modified to
d′∑
i=1
〈ej , ρi〉 · [xi] ∼ Sj , (A.8)
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where ej , j = 1, ..., r corresond to the standard basis of Zd+r, and the divisors associated to
the nef partition are shifted as
D∆i =
d+r∑
j=1
ci,jJj →
d+r∑
j=1
ci,jJj + S˜i . (A.9)
The modified relations (A.8) determine an ideal
J˜ =
〈
d′∑
i=1
〈ej , ρi〉xi − sj , j = 1, . . . , d+ r
〉
⊂ Q[x1, . . . , xd′ , s1, . . . , sd+r] , (A.10)
and the isomorphism (A.6) can be extended to
φ˜ : Q[x1, . . . , xd′ , s1, . . . , sd+r]/J˜ → Q[y1, . . . , yk, s1, . . . , sd+r] . (A.11)
We can also define the ring
R˜ = Q[y1, . . . , yk, s1, . . . , sd+r]/φ˜(SRI) , (A.12)
and note that
R′ = R˜/〈s1, . . . , sd+r〉 . (A.13)
The crucial point is the following. Every polynomial in R′ of degree greater than d + r is
equivalent to zero and this implies that every polynomial in R˜ of degree greater than d+ r
with respect to y1, . . . , yk is equivalent to a polynomial that contains only d + r powers of
y1, . . . , yk or less. The map yi 7→ Ji, si 7→ Si translates this into relations in the cohomology
of the fibration.
Let us denote the dimension of the base by dB = dim(B). Then a second source of
relations comes from the fibration structure which implies that any monomial in Si and
S˜j of degree greater than dB is equivalent to zero. Together this leads to the following
algorithm.
The algorithm Let us assume that we want to calculate the intersection of d divisors
D1, . . . , Dd ∈ {J1, ..., Jk,S1, . . . ,Sd+r, S˜1, . . . , S˜r, c1, . . . cdB} , (A.14)
on the genus one fibered Calabi-Yau complete intersection, where ci = pi−1ci(B). This can
be done as follows.
1. Multiply the polynomial with D∆1 · · · · ·D∆r .
2. Use the relations from φ˜(SRI) to replace all monomials that contain more than d+ r
factors of J1, . . . , Jk.
3. Set all monomials that contain more than dB factors Si, S˜j , ck, where ck counts k-times,
to zero.
4. Replace all products of J1, . . . , Jk by the corresponding values in the intersection ring
of the fiber.
The result is a homogeneous polynomial of degree dB in Si, S˜j , ck that provides a base
independent expression for the result.
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Example We will now illustrate this procedure at the hand of an example. Consider again
the bi-quadric in P3 with homogeneous coordinates [x1 : · · · : x4]. The Stanley-Reisner ideal
is given by
SRI = 〈x1x2x3x4〉 , (A.15)
and the ideal of linear relations is
J = 〈x1 − x4, x2 − x4, x3 − x4〉 . (A.16)
We can therefore identify Q⊗R(Σ) with
R′ = Q[y1]/〈y41〉 , (A.17)
and this is isomorphic to the rational cohomology ring of P3. With [y1] = J1 the nef partition
corresponds to
D∆1 = 2J1 , D∆2 = 2J1 . (A.18)
We now lift this to a fibration by introducing the classes S1, ...,S4, S˜1, S˜2 of line bundles on
a two-dimensional base B and shift J1 as well as D∆1 , D∆2 . The modified relations are
J˜ = 〈x1 − x4 − s1, x2 − x4 − s2, x3 − x4 − s3〉 . (A.19)
By adjunction, the Euler characteristic of a threefold fibration M can be written as
χ(M) =
∫
M
(1 + c1 + c2)(1 + J1)
3∏
i=1
(1 + J1 + Si)
(1 + 2J1 + S˜1)(1 + 2J1 + S˜2)
, (A.20)
where in the integrand we implicitly restrict the divisors to the complete intersection. Ex-
panding the quotient and already dropping terms that are of degree larger than two with
respect to the base classes one arrives at the integrand
P =− 4J31 + J21 (2c1 + 3S1 + 3S2 + 3S3 − 6S˜1 − 6S˜2)
+ J1(−c1S1 − c1S2 − 2S1S2 − c1S3 − 2S1S3 − 2S2S3 + 2c1S˜1 + 3S1S˜1
+ 3S2S˜1 + 3S3S˜1 − 4S˜21 + 2c1S˜2 + 3S1S˜2 + 3S2S˜2 + 3S3S˜2 − 4S˜1S˜2 − 4S˜22 ) .
(A.21)
We can evaluate the integral over P according to the algorithm.
In the first step we multiply with the shifted divisors D∆1 ·D∆2 to obtain
P ′ = (2J1 + S˜1)(2J1 + S˜2)P . (A.22)
Using the relation from the Stanley-Reisner ideal we can replace
J41 → −
(
J31S1 + J31S2 + J21S1S2 + J31S3 + J21S1S3 + J21S2S3 + J1S1S2S3
)
, (A.23)
and again set all monomials of degree larger then two with respect to the base classes to
zero. Finally, setting J31 = 1 we obtain
χ(M) =− 2 (6c1S1 + 14S21 + 6c1S2 + 24S1S2 + 14S22 + 6c1S3 + 24S1S3 + 24S2S3
+ 14S23 − 6c1S˜1 − 25S1S˜1 − 25S2S˜1 − 25S3S˜1 + 14S˜21 − 6c1S˜2 − 25S1S˜2
−25S2S˜2 − 25S3S˜2 + 22S˜1S˜2 + 14S˜22
)
.
(A.24)
After identifying the bundles according to (4.54) this is equal to −n˜04 in (4.55).
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B Example: Multiple fibers
Here we discuss the family of complete intersection fibers (5,3) 25 that generically leads to
fibrations with multiple fibers. The generic gauge group appears to be G = SU(2)×Z4 and
the theory also exhibits a Higgs transition to a vacuum with G = Z4 that is engineered by
the fibrations of bi-quadrics. However, the F-theory lift of the associated M-theory vacuum
is subtle due to the presence of non-split fibers in codimension one which is closely related to
the presence of multiple fibers in codimension two. The associated issues will be discussed
in [75] (see also [76]).
We directly provide the toric data associated to the auxilliary polytope


e1 1 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 ρ1
x −1 0 0 0 0 1 0 s1 ρ2
y 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 s2 ρ3
z 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 s3 ρ4
w 1 −1 −1 0 0 0 1 0 ρ5
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 ρ6
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 ρ7
∗ ∗ ∗ −1 −1 0 0 1 ρ8
. (B.1)
The fourth nef partition can be parametrized as
D∇1 = Dρ1 +Dρ2 +Dρ3 + s˜1 · pi−1(H) , D∇2 = Dρ4 +Dρ5 + s˜2 · pi−1(H) , (B.2)
and corresponds to the polynomials
p1 =s1,1 · w2 + s1,3 · wy + s1,4 · wz + s1,8 · y2 + s1,9 · yz + s1,10 · z2 ,
p2 =s2,1 · e21w2 + s2,2 · e1wx+ s2,3 · e21wy + s2,4 · e21wz + s2,5 · x2
+ s2,6 · e1xy + s2,7 · e1xz + s2,8 · e21y2 + s2,9 · e21yz + s2,10 · e21z2 .
(B.3)
Note that a different nef partition of the same polytope is discussed in Section 5.3. The
bundles for the homogeneous coordinates are summarized in Figure 4 and for the coefficients
they are given in Table 2.
We choose a triangulation that corresponds to the Stanley-Reisner ideal
SRI = 〈xe1, yzw〉 . (B.4)
It is then easy to see that [e1] does not intersect the generic fiber. In fact, it restricts to a
fibral divisor that resolves I2 fibers over {s1,5 = 0} which is in the class
[s1,5] = −c1 + S2 + S6 + S7 . (B.5)
The other divisors [x], [y], [z] and [w] all restrict to four-sections. A transition to nef (0,0)
can be performed by blowing down [e1] and deforming the polynomial p2.
We can calculate the GV invariants from the auxilliary data and perform the replace-
ment (4.54) to match the conventions for the bi-quadric from Section 1. The spectrum is
particularly easy to interpret when we introduce the degrees
de1 = [e1] · β , dx = [x] · β , (B.6)
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de1 dx n˜
0
de1 ,dx
30
−2 0 (−c1 + S2 + S6 + S7)(−2c1 + S2 + S6 + S7)
20
−1 0 2(−c1 + S2 + S6 + S7)(2c1 − S6 − S7 + S9)
21
−1 1
2(−c1 + S2 + S6 + S7)(3c1 − S2 − S9)1 1
22
−1 2
2(−c1 + S2 + S6 + S7)(2c1 − S6 − S7 + S9)1 2
23
−1 3
2(−c1 + S2 + S6 + S7)(3c1 − S2 − S9)1 3
11
0 1 4(3c1 − S2 − S9)(2c1 − S6 − S7 + S9)
12
0 2 2(10c
2
1 − 5c1S2 + S22 − 2c1S6 − 2c1S7 + 4S6S7
+c1S9 + 2S2S9 − 4S6S9 − 4S7S9 + S29 )
13
0 3 4(3c1 − S2 − S9)(2c1 − S6 − S7 + S9)
Table 9: Base independent fiber Gopakumar-Vafa invariants for fibrations with generic fiber
realized as nef partition (5, 3).
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and denote the corresponding GV invariants by n˜0de1 ,dx . However, we have to carefully take
into consideration that sometimes geometrically distinct curves are numerically equivalent.
This happens for the curves counted by n˜0−1,0 = n˜0−1,1 = n˜01,1. Over the corresponding locus
the fiber is of I4 type and there are two fibral curves for each of the degrees (−1, 0), (−1, 1)
and (1, 1). The multiplicity of the corresponding representations is therefore
n20 =
1
2
n˜0−1,0 , n22 =
1
2
n˜0−1,0 . (B.7)
The same happens for n˜00,2 which leads to the multiplicity n12 =
1
2 n˜
0
0,2. The Euler charac-
teristic is identical to n˜00,4 and reads
χ(5,3) =− 2(14c21 − 8c1S2 + 2S22 − 7c1S6 + 2S2S6 + 3S26 − 7c1S7
+ 2S2S7 + 2S6S7 + 3S27 − 5c1S9 + 2S2S9 + 3S29 ) .
(B.8)
All in all we find the multiplicities of hypermultiplets
n20 = n22 =(−c1 + S2 + S6 + S7)(2c1 − S6 − S7 + S9) ,
n21 =2(−c1 + S2 + S6 + S7)(3c1 − S2 − S9) ,
n11 =4(3c1 − S2 − S9)(2c1 − S6 − S7 + S9) ,
n12 =10c
2
1 − 5c1S2 + S22 − 2c1S6 − 2c1S7 + 4S6S7
+ c1S9 + 2S2S9 − 4S6S9 − 4S7S9 + S29 ,
n10 =13− c21 −
1
2
χ(5,3) .
(B.9)
It is easy to check that all of the gauge-, gravitational- and mixed-anomalies as well as the
discrete anomalies cancel.
The difference in the Euler numbers of (5, 3) and (0, 0) is given by
1
2
(χ(5,3) − χ(0,0)) = 2n20 + 2(gSU(2) − 1) , (B.10)
where gSU(2) is the genus of the curve {s1,5 = 0} ⊂ B,
gSU(2) = 1 +
1
2
[s1,5]([s1,5]− c1) , (B.11)
and corresponds to the number of hypermultiplets in the adjoint representation of SU(2).
The difference reflects the fact that the SU(2) is broken by a vev of the scalars in the 20
representation. Moreover, we can match the multiplicites
n(1) = 2n21 + n11 , n(2) = 2n22 + n12 , (B.12)
where n(1) and n(2) are given in Table 3.
As has been discussed in [21], there is a second family of I2 fibers over the locus
V = {s1,10s21,3 − 4s1,1s1,10s1,8 + s21,4s1,8 − s1,3s1,4s1,9 + s1,1s21,9 = 0} ⊂ B , (B.13)
that is in the class
[V ] = 2c1 − S6 − S7 + S9 . (B.14)
25http://wwwth.mpp.mpg.de/members/jkeitel/weierstrass/data/5_3.txt
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Over this locus the polynomial p1 factorizes as
p1 ∼ (ds1,8y + b+z + c+w)(ds1,8y + b−z + c−w) , (B.15)
with
b± =
(
b0 ± b1
√
d
)
, c± =
d
2
(
s1,3 ±
√
d
)
, (B.16)
and
b0 =s
2
1,3s1,9 − 4s1,1s1,8s1,9 , b1 = s1,3s1,9 − 2s1,4s1,8 , d = s21,3 − 4s1,1s1,8 . (B.17)
The components of the fiber experience monodromy when moving around {d = 0}. More-
over, at V ∩ {d = 0} the polynomial p1 becomes a perfect square and one finds multiple
fibers with multiplicity two. The class of {d = 0} is
[d] = 2c1 − 2S7 . (B.18)
Perhaps surprisingly, this does not seem to affect the spectrum of the theory. However,
let us stress that the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants correspond to traces over multiplicities of
representations. It could be that contributions to the BPS spectrum from the multiple fibers,
perhaps due to the torsional normal sheaf [37], cancel. On the other hand, the corresponding
degrees of freedom should be relevant for the gravitational anomaly which cancels given the
spectrum (B.9). Since we do not have a clear understanding of this phenomenon, and due to
the subtleties associated with non-split fibers in codimension one, we relegated the discussion
of this family to the appendix.
C List of Euler numbers
In this appendix we provide the generic Euler numbers for the fibers studied in Section 5.
This determines the number of neutral singlets via
n(0) = h
2,1(X) + 1 = 12 + rank(G) +
∑
i
dim(Ci)ni − c21 −
1
2
χ , (C.1)
where G is the generic gauge group. We also included the contribution for ni superconformal
subsectors [59, 77] that arise in the smooth geometry from non-flat fibers (e.g. see [69]). Each
non-flat fiber contributes an additional set of divisors and the corresponding Kähler moduli
parametrize the dim(Ci) dimensional Coulomb branch of the SCFT in five dimensions [70,
70, 72]. The Euler numbers were computed via two independent methods. One is the base
independent intersection calculus that we described in the previous Appendix A and the
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other is GV-spectroscopy. Both lead to the results
χ(67,0) =− 2
(
12c21 − 6c1S2 + 2S22 − 6c1S6 + 2S2S6 + 2S26 − 6c1S7 + 2S2S7
+S6S7 + 2S27 − 9c1S9 + 3S2S9 + 3S6S9 + 3S7S9 + 3S29
)
,
χ(21,0) =− 2(12c21 − 6c1S2 + 2S22 − 4c1S6 + S2S6 + 2S26 − 6c1S7
+ 2S2S7 + 2S27 − 8c1S9 + 3S2S9 + 3S6S9 + 2S7S9 + 3S29 ) ,
χ(6,1) =− 2
(
8c21 − 5c1S2 + 3S22 − 4c1S6 + 3S2S6 + 2S26 − 2c1S7
+S2S7 + 2S27 − 3c1S9 + 3S2S9 + S6S9 + S7S9 + 2S29
)
,
χ(5,1) =− 2(12c21 − 6c1S2 + 2S22 − 4c1S6 + S2S6 + 2S26 − 4c1S7 + S2S7
− S6S7 + 2S27 − 7c1S9 + 3S2S9 + 2S6S9 + 2S7S9 + 3S29 ) ,
χ(0,0) =− 2(12c21 − 7c1S2 + 3S22 − 4c1S6 + 2S2S6 + 2S26 − 4c1S7
+ 2S2S7 + 2S27 − 7c1S9 + 4S2S9 + 2S6S9 + 2S7S9 + 3S29 ) .
(C.2)
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